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Introduction

About this guidebook

Help for using the Hiring & Testing system is available in this guide. This guide will:

• Help you use the H&T applications on the H&T FIELD MENU in System IDMS20

• Provide information that was not included in, or has been updated since, the last publication
of the H&T Guidebook

• Provide hyperlinks to key H&T updates and other sources of information

• Give you an understanding of how registers are managed in H&T

• Explain H&T batch processing procedures

• Show you how to contact HRIS Support Services for help

Privacy Act

The Privacy Act requires that you avoid disclosing information that is protected by federal law to
any internal or external third party unless the person has an official need to know. Safeguard
records to prevent unauthorized access:

• Keep records that are protected by the Privacy Act in a restricted area.

• Protect computer information about individuals by using password access and by not leaving
information on screens.

• Keep paper records in locked containers.

• Dispose of paper records by shredding or burning them and computer records by erasing or
degaussing them.

• Do not discuss protected information in public areas or with another employee who does not
have a need to know.

Requesting help from HRIS Support Services

Use the instructions listed below if you encounter problems or have questions about the H&T
applications, batch processing, or reports:

1. Log on to the Minneapolis mainframe.

2. Sign on to System IDMS20.

3. Enter a Request for Assistance (selection 27 on main Field Menu) and include the following
information:

• Subject Line - Include a brief description of the application area, question, or problem.
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• Comments - Give complete details about your problem or question, including the name
of the application you were working in, what you were trying to do, and any messages
you received. Be sure to include the telephone number of the desk where you are
working in case someone from HRIS Support Services tries to reach you. Remember to
include the installation ID, register number, applicant ID, and any other information that
will help us research your question.

If you don’t have access to the H&T system, you can learn how to apply for access by reviewing
the Security Frequently Asked Questions on the Postal intranet.

Other sources of information

• Employee Relations’ Self Instructional Modules on Recruitment, Examinations, Registers
and Suitability. You need to complete these self instructional modules before attending H&T
Resident Training classes.

• Interview Restricted Guide and Self Instructional Module

• Handbook EL-311, Personnel Operations

• Handbook EL-312, Employment and Placement, Sections 261.1-261.4 and 261.6 –
262.12 published in Postal Bulletin 22013 (12-16-99)

• NTAC Area Eligibility Registers (AERs) Merge Process Guidelines

Postal intranet

• H&T Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) are available on the HRIS web site at
http: //blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/faqs/hat/welcome.htm

• Security Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) are available on the HRIS web site at
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/faqs/security/welcome.htm

• Printer request form is available at http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/forms/printer.pdf

• CGAFS Guidebook is available at http://blue/hrisp/hris/guidebks/cgafs.pdf

• H&T Resident Training is conducted at the IT/ASC facility here in Eagan, MN. Registration
information is available at: http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/training/hatclass.htm

• Hiring policy and guidance information and FAQs are available on the Headquarters
Selection, Evaluation, and Recognition web pages at
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/ser/selection_systems.htm

• National Test Administration Center (NTAC) web pages at
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/ser/ntac.htm

• Hiring and Testing Updates from 1996 to the present are available at
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/hat.htm. Selected updates with key information from prior
years are also available, including:

91:02 Lost Consideration

92:01 Prescreening Application

92:03 Transitional Hiring List

95:25 & 27 Convert Register to MEGA   

http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/faqs/security/welcome.htm
http://www.usps.com/cpim/ftp/bulletin/1999/pb22013.pdf
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/faqs/hat/welcome.htm
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/faqs/security/welcome.htm
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/forms/printer.pdf
http://blue/hrisp/hris/guidebks/cgafs.pdf
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/training/hatclass.htm
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/ser/selection_systems.htm
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/ser/ntac.htm
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/hat.htm
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/updates/hat/misc/ht9102.pdf
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/hat/misc/ht9201.pdf
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/updates/hat/misc/ht9203.pdf
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/updates/hat/misc/ht9525.pdf
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/updates/hat/misc/ht9527.pdf
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Using H&T

Hiring registers in H&T

The Hiring and Testing system automates most registers for entry level positions. These are the
registers for which examination results are downloaded directly into H&T from the National Test
Administration Center (NTAC). They are:

The six registers of the 470 Battery exam for Distribution and Delivery positions

Group 1:

• 392 Clerk

• 393 Carrier

• 395 Flat Sorter Machine Operator

Group 2:

• 396 Automated Mark Up Clerk

• 397 Mail Handler

• 398 Mail Processor

You will still see the 394 Distribution Clerk, Machine register in H&T although it is now
obsolete and is not used; changes have not been made to the system to eliminate it.

The two registers for the 460 Rural Carrier exam

• 390 Rural Carrier

• 391 Rural Carrier Associate

The 916 Custodian and Laborer, Custodial exam for

• 316 Custodian and Laborer, Custodial 

The 710 Clerical Abilities exam for

• 265 Data Conversion Operator

The 630 Postal Police Officer exam for

• 190 Postal Police Officer

H&T requires qualification on these requirements before applicants can reach hiring worksheets
for the following:

Register/Position Pre-Hire Requirement

395 Flat Sorter Machine Operator 525 FSM Pre-hire Dexterity

396 Automated Mark Up Clerk 715 Apple Markup Test

265 Data Conversion Operator 714 Computer-Based Typing
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The configuration of registers in H&T is controlled by NTAC. You should contact NTAC about
making any changes to the structure of your registers.

Batch processing
Many H&T transactions are processed in batch mode because of the large volume of data. This
means you won’t immediately see the results of some transactions you create online, such as
those listed below. Batch processing of hiring worksheets and lists is run once during the day at
11:45 a.m. and once in the evening at 7:00 p.m. Central time, so you may not see the results until
the next day. The loading of applicants, register extensions, etc. is accomplished at 7:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday, and approximately 4:00 p.m. on Saturdays. In summary, the H&T batch
programs:

• Load applicants to the database

• Attach applicant names to LSM/FSM pre-hire

• Attach applicant names to hiring lists
  These run twice a day

• Attach applicant names to Contacts, Canvasses, and
Prescreen lists

• Extend eligibility of all active applicants on a register

• Apply an Expired (EXP) status to applicants when
they reach their expiration date

• Restore applicants' eligibility when they reach their
"not available until" date

• Move inactive applicants’ register records to the
inactive area
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Frequently Used H&T Field Menu Selections

The H&T applications are organized on the U0160 HIRING & TESTING FIELD MENU:

U0160 HIRING & TESTING D0454    M0213
FIELD MENU

1  PLAN 16  LOCAL REGISTER
2  REGISTER 17  LSM/FSM PRE-HIRE LIST
3  APPLICANT 18  OCC CODE REQUIREMENT
4  APPLICATION FORM 19  PRE-HIRE LIST
5  CALL-IN NOTICE 20  RATING GUIDE

6  CANVASS 21  STANDARD REGISTER
7  CASUAL HIRING LIST 22  TEST
8  CONTACT APPLICANT 23  VETERANS PREFERENCE
9  CONVERT MANUAL REGISTER 24  PRESCREENING

10  DISPLAY REPORT REQUESTS 25  TRANSITIONAL HIRE LIST
11  ERROR FILE 26  ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
12  EXAMINATION CENTER 27  REQUEST ASSISTANCE
13  EXAM ANNOUNCEMENT 28  CONVERT RGTR TO MEGA
14  HIRING WORKSHEET

15  INSTALLATION CROSS REF

  SELECT:

The most frequently used selections are highlighted in bold above.
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3 – APPLICANT

 U0202 MAINTAIN APPLICANT MENU

  1  ADD 16  DISPLAY INACT APPLICANT
  2  CHANGE 17  DELAYED/REOPENED
  3  CHANGE CHOICES 18  REACTIVATE APPLICANT
  4  CHANGE ELIGIBILITY PER
  5  CHANGE POSITION CHOICE
  6  CHANGE V. P. ADJUDICATE
  7  DELETE
  8  DISPLAY
  9  DISPLAY HISTORY
10  ERROR FILE
11  LOST CONSIDERATION
12  PRINT EXPIRATION REPORT
13  PRINT NOT AVAILABLE RPT
14  PRINT STANDING OF APPLS
15  DISPLAY DELETED HISTORY

Add Applicant

Add Applicant is used only for:

• Transfer of eligibility

• Correcting applicant ID when there is already applicant data in H&T under both the correct
and incorrect IDs

• Restoring eligibility to an applicant who was inappropriately inactive when an entire register
was extended, and has since expired in the inactive area and cannot be reactivated

Add Applicant is not used for establishing an applicant on the system or for adding
veterans to registers duplicating Delayed/Reopened eligibility.

Extreme care should be used when adding an applicant. You must first display the
applicant profile to verify whether the applicant is currently on the database for your
register and installation. In this case the applicant need not be added. Always
display and screen-print any applicant information prior to adding, using the screen
prints as reference.

Transfer of Eligibility

When an applicant transfers eligibility, the losing office screen prints the applicant’s profile
information and sends the screen prints to the gaining office. The losing office gives the
applicant TRO status through CHANGE APPLICANT > REGISTER STATUS > GENERAL
AVAILABILITY.

The gaining office uses the screen prints to add the applicant to the register in their office.

Applicant Has Data Under an Incorrect and a Correct Applicant ID

1. Screen print applicant profile information using DISPLAY APPLICANT and the incorrect
ID.
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2. Using those screen prints, ADD APPLICANT using the correct ID.

3. Use DELETE APPLICANT using the incorrect ID.

If the applicant is only on the database with the incorrect ID, submit an Assistance
Request asking HRIS Support Services to change the ID.

Applicant Should Have Been Extended

Applicants in the inactive database are not extended when an entire register is extended. If an
applicant has expired in the inactive area and cannot be reactivated, and you determine that
the applicant should have been extended, you may use ADD APPLICANT to restore his/her
eligibility:

1. Screen print applicant profile information using DISPLAY INACTIVE APPLICANT.

2. Using those screen prints, use ADD APPLICANT to add the applicant.

3. Subtract one year from the applicant’s Expiration Date, and use that date as the Entered
on Register Date. The system will add two years and calculate the new Expiration Date,
which will reflect the additional year of eligibility. This is the same as extending.

Expired applicants remain on the active database for 90 days before being moved to the
inactive database area. You can use APPLICANT > CHANGE > EXTEND ELIGIBILITY to
give a third year extension to an expired applicant who still remains on the active
database.

An applicant who has already been extended to a third year, who missed a fourth year
extension when an entire register was extended because he/she was in the inactive area, can
be extended once reactivated. Use APPLICANT > CHANGE ELIGIBILITY PER, selection 4 on
the Applicant Menu, to adjust the applicant’s eligibility period by adding one year (+01). This is
the same as extending.

Change Applicant

APPLICANT PROFILE
CHANGE

  APPLICANT 123-45-6789   NAME, APPLICANT

  ADDRESS  REGISTER STATUS
  BIRTH DATE REQUIREMENTS TAKEN
  CAREER CONSIDERATION ONLY TELEPHONE
  EXTEND ELIGIBILITY VETS PREFERENCE
  FILING STATUS PRESCREENING
  NAME

    PLACE AN “X” BEFORE DESIRED SELECTIONS

    **** USPS RESTRICTED INFORMATION ****

Change Applicant – Address

When you change an applicant’s address, the Finalist addressing software applies address
standardization and the appropriate Zip Code and Zip4 to the address. You are prompted to accept
the Finalist modification of the address or leave the address as you typed it.

The applicant load processing also applies Finalist addressing software to the addresses being
loaded into H&T from the NTAC records the applicants grid in the exam room. When Finalist
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changes an applicant’s address, Report R0795, Address Standardization System, Finalist Address
Reject Field Error Report , is produced and sent to your printer. You should review this report and
use CHANGE APPLICANT > ADDRESS to change any addresses where you do not agree with the
changes Finalist made.

Change Applicant – Birth Date

An applicant may have only one name and one date of birth record in the system. When the
applicant load processing detects the same applicant ID and name and differing dates of birth, the
applicant is not loaded and the message DATE OF BIRTH MISMATCH prints on your R0769, Field
Error Report. After you research to determine the correct DOB, you can correct it through this
application if it is wrong on the database, or correct it through the ERROR FILE if the DOB coming
in through applicant load is wrong.

Change Applicant – Career Consideration Only

The CAREER CONSIDERATION ONLY application provides an indicator to show an applicant’s
interest in Career only, or in Casual and/or Transitional positions. Until you set the indicator, it will
remain at UNKNOWN, and the applicant will come up on Career, Casual, and Transitional Hiring
Lists.

Once an applicant comes to a Transitional Hiring List, the system will set the indicator
to N (NO INTEREST). The applicant WILL NOT be certified to another THL for that
register unless you reset the interest indicator to Y (TRANSITIONAL INTEREST) using
this application. The same is true for applicants who are certified to a Casual Hiring
List. You will need to set the indicator to Y if you want the applicants to be certified to
a subsequent CHL. Applicant will still be certified to career hiring worksheet whether
the indicator is reset or not.

Change Applicant – Extend Eligibility

Applicants who want to have their eligibility extended for a third year write to the administrative
office and request an extension. This application edits to ensure that the applicant has been on the
register for the required 18 months before allowing the extension to take place. The applicant’s
Notice of Rating advises the date on which the applicant reaches 18 months on the register and is
eligible to request an extension for a third year. The notice also advises the applicant of the
deadline date (expiration date) for requesting an extension.

Expired applicants remain on the active database for 90 days before being moved to the inactive
database area. You may use this individual extend application to give a third year extension to an
expired applicant who still remains on the active database. You will receive a warning message that
the applicant has expired. Just press the Enter key and continue on, and the applicant will be
reactivated and extended.

Change Applicant – Filing Status

Filing Statuses in this application are:

1. REGULAR ANNOUNCEMENT

2. DELAYED

3. REOPENED

Filing Status is not a record you will normally need to change because the system is editing on the
existing and incoming filing statuses to prevent inappropriate results from loading. Most filing status
changes can be corrected in the error file, such as correcting the filing status to match the claimed
veteran preference. However, on occasion there may be specific error conditions that do require
you to change the Filing Status through this application.

Change Applicant – Name

An applicant may have only one name and one date of birth record in the system. When the
applicant load processing detects the same applicant ID and DOB and differing names, the
applicant is not loaded and the message NAME MISMATCH prints on your R0769, Field Error
Report. After researching to determine the correct name, it can be corrected through this
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application if it is wrong on the database, or corrected through the error file if the name coming in
through applicant load is wrong or out of sync with the database.

There are some excellent examples of tricky name changes in the H&T Frequently
Asked Questions on the postal intranet.

Change Applicant – Register Status

It is important to know which statuses are active and inactive. For a listing of active and inactive
status codes, see Appendix A on page 71.

For conventional registers, applying an inactive register status will cause the applicant to move to
the inactive area. However, for an AER or MEGA, an applicant is not moved to the inactive area
unless their register status is inactive for all member choices. The inactive status on the particular
register member will prevent the applicant from coming to hiring lists for that member.

CHANGE REGISTER STATUS provides a CHANGE ALL feature which can save you considerable
time, but be careful and be sure that changing the status on all registers is really the desired
outcome.

Note that CHANGE APPLICANT - REGISTER STATUS processes immediately—not
during overnight batch processing. Applicant records that move to the inactive area as a
result of a register status change in this application will move right away.

Change Applicant – Requirements Taken

In some instances, qualification or disqualification on pre-hire requirements can be updated through
this function of CHANGE APPLICANT. LSM/FSM must be updated on a Pre-Hire List. See
LSM/FSM Pre-Hire on page 34 for more information on updating the dexterity requirement.

Mark-Up Clerk and Data Conversion Operator begin a new two-year period of eligibility when they
qualify on the pre-hire requirement. They have a PEN register status for two years unless they
qualify, and then their register status is changed to ETS, Eligible Test Score and a new expiration
date is established.

Report R0735, Applicant Listing of Requirements Taken, is a good tool for determining applicants
who are qualified.

Change Applicant – Telephone

This function allows you to add or change an applicant’s telephone number.

Change Applicant – Veterans Preference

Veterans Preference can be adjudicated through this function or by using Selection 23,
VETERANS PREFERENCE on the U0160 H&T FIELD MENU (see page 35). Adjudication of
veterans should take place well in advance of requesting a hiring worksheet. No selection may be
made from the hiring worksheet until all veterans are adjudicated or excluded from selection.

This application will display a warning message if you adjudicate a veteran who is on an
open hiring worksheet, to let you know that the applicant’s position on the worksheet
may be affected. You may not adjudicate an applicant who is on an open hiring list to a
greater preference; you may only adjudicate downward—for example, CP to TP, or to
no preference. If you adjudicate downward in error, there is no way to correct the error
until the hiring worksheet is closed.

H&T has several reports to track adjudication. Report R0283, Veterans Preference Report, is
requested by register and shows all applicants who have claimed Veterans Preference. When you
have completed adjudicating all veterans possible, you can request Report R0282 and mailing
labels to contact the rest. These reports are available from the U0216 Veterans Preference Menu.

The system can print mailing labels to contact veterans with your locally produced letter. The
system does not produce letters.

http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/faqs/hat/welcome.htm
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/faqs/hat/welcome.htm
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Change Applicant – Prescreening

An applicant’s prescreen status may be updated through this function of CHANGE APPLICANT or
through the PRESCREENING application, Selection 24 on the U0160 H&T Field Menu (see page
36).

Reactivating an inactive applicant does not remove the prescreen OBJ status. To fully
reactivate an OBJ status, you must use CHANGE APPLICANT > PRESCREENING to
change the disqualifying category.

Complete instructions for using prescreening in the system can be found in H&T Update 92:01.

Change Choices

This application allows you to change member office choices. This would occur rarely, but if the
need arises, you can add a member choice by tabbing down from the last member choice listed
and entering the selection number of the new member choice. If the register is a MEGA, each
affected register has to be updated separately. There is a limit of six member office choices.

A member choice can be removed by spacing out the choice selection number; however, DNR
should be used to indicate that an applicant does not want to be considered for positions at a
particular member office.

Change Eligibility Per

CHANGE ELIGIBILITY PERIOD is used to adjust an applicant’s expiration date when necessary
for administrative purposes. For example, an applicant who is called to active duty in the military
is not available during the period of active duty and is entitled to recover that period of eligibility.
Upon presentation of appropriate documentation, this application can be used to lengthen the
expiration date.

The application allows the use of a plus (+) or minus (-) with the number of days, months, and
years needed to amend the expiration date. After you enter the period of time involved and press
Enter, the application will present a new expiration date. You can type Y to accept or N to reject
this date.

Change Position Choice

This application is obsolete. Due to other H&T development priorities, it has not yet been
removed from the system. It was used to change position choice between the old 100 Clerk and
101 Carrier registers.

Change V. P. Adjudicate

This application allows you to adjudicate veteran preference from the APPLICANT MENU. The
process for adjudicating veteran preference is discussed on page 35.

Delete

DELETE APPLICANT has very limited use. It should not be used to assist in resolving applicant
load errors (use EPR to move the necessary registers to the Inactive Area instead). One
acceptable use of DELETE is when an applicant has used an incorrect applicant ID and it cannot
be changed by contacting HRIS Support Services. A complete discussion of this process can be
found in the H&T Frequently Asked Questions on the postal intranet.

http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/updates/hat/misc/ht9201.pdf
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/faqs/hat/welcome.htm
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Display

After typing the Applicant ID, you are presented with the following selections for applicant
information. You may select those you want to view by placing an X next to them, or select
Display All to review all the applicant information.

       DISPLAY ALL

 ADDRESS MEMBER OFFICE CHOICES
 GENERAL INFORMATION PART SCORE
 CANVASSING REGISTER STATUS
 CONTACT INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS TAKEN
 ELIGIBILITY INFORMATION SESSION
 HIRING WORKSHEET TELEPHONE

 LOST CONSIDERATION VETS PREFERENCE

The next screen will prompt you to select the register you want to display applicant information
for.

Display History

DISPLAY APPLICANT HISTORY can be a very useful tool in determining what changes have
been made to an applicant's information and what program or individual did the updating. A
history line is captured for every change made to an applicant’s register records.

Because of the large volumes of data, history is split into two areas:

• Current history – transactions from 1996 to the present.

• Old history – transactions from 1992 through January 21, 1996.

You can display an applicant’s history records by lead office or by applicant ID. Display by lead is
easiest to read, especially if you are researching updates for only one register. Display by
applicant ID shows all transactions for all registers in sequence together.

The information is arranged in reverse chronological order, with the most current updates
displayed first. To view all of an applicant’s updates from the beginning, you may need to use the
PF11 key to scroll to the last page of transactions.

APPLICANT HISTORY
DISPLAY

APPLICANT: 234 56 7890     DOE, JOHN J.

DATE TIME ACTION INFORMATION LEAD/ADMIN MEM USER

1 10 05 99 20 01 DELETE APPLICANT JC78 391 INACTIVE
2 10 05 99 11 04 CHANGE REGISTER STATUS JC78 391 JC85 H23904
3 10 04 99 19 13 CHANGE REGISTER JC78 391 HWSBATCH
4 10 04 99 19 13 STORE HIRING WORKSHEET JC78 391 JC85 HWSBATCH

5 09 29 99 19 35 STORE ADDRESS TD24 NTACTRAN

As shown in the example above, each line of history shows the date and time the transaction was
done and the action taken.

Line 5 shows that this applicant’s score loaded to the H&T database on 9-29-99 at 19:35. We can
determine that this was the transaction completed because the action stored the applicant’s
address for the TD24 admin office and the user was NTACTRAN. If you select line 5, the next
screen displays the applicant’s complete address.
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Lines 3 and 4 pertain to hiring worksheet activity as shown by the user HWSBATCH. Line 4
shows that the applicant was certified to a hiring worksheet for lead office JC78, 391 RCA register
member office JC85. If you select line 4, the next screen displays the HWS number, beginning
and ending HWS status codes, the applicant’s final score, the date the hiring worksheet was
issued, and the logon ID of the user who requested the hiring worksheet.

Line 2 shows the action taken on the HWS by user with logon ID H23904. If you select line 2, the
next screen displays the register status and prior considerations on the hiring worksheet. This
particular applicant had a SEL status on the hiring worksheet with 1 prior consideration.

Line 1 shows that the nightly batch process (user INACTIVE) moved the applicant’s records to
the inactive database due to the SEL status on the worksheet.

If you have questions about an applicant’s history or you're having difficulty interpreting the
transactions, please contact HRIS Support Services using the Request Assistance application.

Archived Applicant History: Applicant History for 1990 and 1991 has been archived and
no longer displays online. If you need to review an applicant’s history for these years,
contact HRIS Support Services using the Request Assistance application and request a
report of the history records. Provide the applicant ID, administrative office ID that was
effective in 1990 or 1991, and the lead register installation ID.

Error File

The error file is accessible from the MAINTAIN APPLICANT MENU and also from the H&T FIELD
MENU, selection 11. Specifics are outlined under the H&T FIELD MENU selection; see page 21.

Lost Consideration

The LOST CONSIDERATION application is outlined in H&T Update 91:02.

Print Expiration Report

The R0286 Expiring Eligibilities Report is a useful tool in determining the total number of
applicants remaining on a register after the date indicated. You may specify up to three expiration
dates in one report request. The report will show, by lead office, the total number of applicants
remaining on the register after the expiration dates you specify. This report is also available as
selection #10 on the LOCAL REGISTER MENU.

Please note that the 396 Mark Up Clerk register and the 265 Data Conversion Operator
register do not report applicants who have not met their respective pre-hire requirement.
Use R0735 Requirements Taken to determine how many applicants with PEN (pending)
status are on either of these registers.

Print Not Available Rpt

Report R0339, Applicant Unavailable Report, identifies all the applicants who had a status of
ENU (Not Available Until) for a specific hiring worksheet. The report lists rating, applicant name
and ID, and the applicant availability date. The report is requested by admin office ID and
provides a list of all the hiring worksheets from which to select.

Print Standing of Appls

Report R0521, Applicants on a Register by Member Office, lists applicants based on requested
criteria in order of their numerical standing on a register. It includes applicant biographic

http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/updates/hat/misc/ht9102.pdf
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information, rating, veteran points and preference, filing status, date of exam, and enter on
register date, as well as prescreen information, expiration date, and member status.

The request criteria includes options of (1) active, inactives, ineligibles, or all applicants; (2) all
applicants, applicants within a score range, or applicants in score order by ranking number within
a specified range; and (3) specific range of dates for the eligibility expiration date. Inactive or
ineligible applicants are included only if they have not been moved to the inactive area.

The report may be requested for a specific member or for all member offices. FSM, Markup Clerk
and Data Conversion Operators receive standing on the report even if the pre-hire requirement
has not been met. This report is also available as selection #14 on the LOCAL REGISTER
MENU.

Display Deleted History

When an applicant is deleted from his or her last register in the system, all the applicant’s records
are deleted except for the history records of update transactions. Attempts to access a deleted
applicant in DISPLAY APPLICANT or DISPLAY INACTIVE APPLICANT will result in a message
that the applicant is no longer defined in the system.

DISPLAY DELETED HISTORY provides a display of a deleted applicant’s history records. The
display is the same as in the DISPLAY APPLICANT HISTORY application; see page 17.

Display Inact Applicant

After typing the Applicant ID, you are presented with the following selections for applicant
information. You may select those you want to view by placing an X next to them, or select
Display All to review all the applicant information.

DISPLAY ALL

 ADDRESS MEMBER OFFICE CHOICES
 GENERAL INFORMATION PART SCORE
 ELIGIBILITY INFORMATION REGISTER STATUS
 HIRING WORKSHEET REQUIREMENTS TAKEN

LOST CONSIDERATION VETS PREFERENCE

The next screen will prompt you to select the register you want to display applicant information
for.

Delayed/Reopened

Delayed veterans may establish eligibility on any exam that was open to the public while they
were on active duty and unable to apply. Reopened veterans may open any examination one
time based on eligibility documented by a letter from the Veteran’s Administration. For an
explanation of veteran preference factors, please refer to the EL 311, section 240, Register
Preference Factors.

This application provides a method to apply one exam to more than one lead office for qualified
veterans applying on a delayed or reopened basis.

The purpose of this application is to avoid repetitious administration of tests to veterans who are
eligible to apply for several exams. Administer the exam to eligible veterans once. After the
results have loaded to the H&T System, use this application to establish the same score for
eligible lead offices.

For Non-Battery Registers:

A list of all lead offices for your administrative area is presented. Select the appropriate lead offices.
For conventional registers, this is all you need to do. For AERs, the application allows you to enter
the appropriate member office choices for each lead/register. A program runs after 7 p.m. that adds
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these selections to applicant load. The score is placed on the selected registers and a Notice of
Rating letter is generated and mailed automatically to the applicant for each added register.

For Battery Registers:

This application has not been enhanced to accommodate battery conventional or MEGA registers.
The process is much the same, but the battery registers must be processed individually for
conventional and MEGA registers. For these registers, the selected scores will go to the error file
with the error JOB CHOICE – MISSING OR INVALID. Use ERROR FILE>CHANGE to enter the
member office choices if needed. If no member choices are needed, set the “Y” indicator in the
error file and complete the address verification. The applicants will process overnight and Notice of
Rating letters will be generated and mailed.

Reactivate Applicant

REACTIVATE APPLICANT is a real-time activity; applicants are reactivated immediately, not
through an overnight batch process. Applicants may be reactivated as long as they are not
expired and name and date of birth information matches on both the active and inactive
databases. You may be required to change information (such as name or birthdate) on the active
database to allow the reactivate to occur, and then change it back once the applicant is
reactivated if the active database information is correct.

It is important to display the applicant information before and after you reactivate. Not
all registers should be reactivated. For exam 470, applicants who fail to choose a job in
one of the groups have a default score loaded to the inactive area: 392 Clerk for group
1 and 397 Mail Handler for group 2. These registers should not be reactivated.
Displaying the inactive applicant information can identify them. If there is no inactive
register status displayed, it is a default score that should not be reactivated.

Prescreen status is not reactivated when applicant is reactivated. After you reactivate an
inactive applicant, you need to review the applicant’s prescreen information and remove any
disqualifying prescreen status, such as PRU, Prescreen Correspondence Returned Unopened,
before the applicant will be fully active and come to hiring lists for the register record(s)
reactivated.

5 – CALL-IN NOTICE

Call-in notices may be created during the CREATE HIRING WORKSHEET process, or created
separately through this CALL-IN NOTICE application. They can be created here only after
applicants have been attached to the hiring worksheet.

If call-in notices are created using individual or group interviews at the time you create the hiring
worksheet, but fewer names are attached than you requested, the call-in notices will have to be
deleted and recreated using the correct number of applicants on the hiring worksheet.

CALL-IN NOTICE
MENU

 1  CHANGE
 2  CREATE
 3  DELETE
 4  PRINT
 5  DISPLAY

Call-in notices do not print automatically, whether created at the same time as the hiring
worksheet or created separately after names have been attached. Select option 4 PRINT to
request the notices to print.
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Limitations in memory capacity for local printers cause call-in notices to default to a printer here
when the number of applicants on the hiring worksheet is 500 or more. Call-in notices that default
to the printer here are not aligned for mailing in window envelopes, and you may want to request
HWS labels to use in mailing out your notices (see page 67). It is best to avoid requesting hiring
worksheets for 500 or more names.

You may notice that an occasional applicant will have a different name on the hiring worksheet
than on the call-in notice. This occurs when the applicant ID has been on a previous hiring
worksheet with another name. An additional name record in the hiring worksheet application
inserts the earlier name. Once you determine the correct name use APPLICANT > CHANGE >
NAME to make the correction. If the correct name is shown, overtype at least one letter to correct
the hiring worksheet record. Often this is a case where an applicant’s name has changed. In
those cases where the applicant ID was used in error, contact HRIS Support Services through the
Request Assistance application.

11 – ERROR FILE
MAINTAIN

ERROR FILE

1  CHANGE
2  DELETE
3  DISPLAY

The error file contains information about conditions that must be corrected either in the error file
or on the database before the applicant’s score will load. Exam results load from NTAC to the
H&T database nightly Monday through Friday. Notices of Rating are produced from this process
which are mailed directly to the applicants showing your Examination Unit/Administrative Office
return address. Subsequent eligibility letters are also generated by Applicant Load and routed
directly to your printer for you to place in window envelopes and mail to the applicants. These
letters advise the applicants that their previous score has been terminated and has been replaced
by new score information.

Exam results load with examination office and personal information exactly as it was gridded at
the time of the exam. Mistakes in gridding information prevent a score from loading directly to the
database. These errors must be corrected before the score can load.

When applicants take more than one exam for a particular administrative office, the new personal
data must match the old personal data. Discrepancies can be corrected in the error file or on the
database as appropriate. Corrections made to the database require that you answer a question in
the error file: Enter Y if corrected on database. Typing ‘Y’ allows the error to be reprocessed that
night when applicant load runs.

Other errors result from problems with the register setup or examination announcement
information. Some of these errors recirculate without the need to set the ‘Y’ indicator.

For a list of common errors and their solutions, see Appendix C: Error File Guidelines.

Change

Use CHANGE to make corrections to the new exam personal data or to set the ‘Y’ indicator when
corrections are made on the database. Compare veteran preference, name, date of birth, filing
status, job choice, and member office choice with database information
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Delete

Deleting a score from the database should only be done very rarely. For example, if an applicant
takes an exam more than once for a single open announcement, only the first exam taken is
valid. Subsequent exam(s) should be deleted and the applicant notified that they have been
cancelled and why. (Make a screen print of the data in DELETE before typing ‘Y’ to delete the
exam. This screen print should be kept with a copy of the cancellation letter for future reference.)

You may need to delete applicants from the error file if an incorrect finance number was gridded
at the exam and the applicant loaded to the error file for your register by mistake. Coordinate
these errors with NTAC to ensure that the applicant is transmitted to the correct installation.

Display

The same information is presented in the same format as you see in CHANGE. The only
difference is a message at the bottom of the screen, highlighted in white letters, which lists the
identifying number and description of the error. If there is more than one error, you are instructed
to press F10 or F11 to display them all. Using DISPLAY to view data without changing it is safer
than using CHANGE because the data fields are protected. Nothing can be overtyped in
DISPLAY.

A number of reports are produced from Applicant Load and are automatically routed to the
Administrative Office printer. The two reports you receive most often are:

R0379, Applicant Load Successful Transactions, lists the applicants who loaded to the
database successfully.

Some applicants load with an asterisk ( * ) to indicate a warning message.

• Applicants who fail an exam they took previously receive the message “ITS – Database
Eligibility Not Replaced.” (ITS stands for Ineligible Test Score.) These applicants do receive a
Notice of Ineligible Rating letter even though their score does not load.

• Applicants for battery registers who chose job(s) in only one group (392, 393, 394, 395 or
396, 397, 398) load with the message “Loaded Inactive – No Job Choices” for the respective
group.

R0769, Field Error Report, is routed to your administrative office printer. It is sorted first by lead
office and then by register number. For each lead/register combination, it lists applicants whose
scores did not load. The applicants are sorted in descending score order. The score, last name,
first name, middle initial gridded at the exam are listed in columns on the left. The columns on the
right show the reason the error is on the report. If the error involves a discrepancy between the
current exam data and existing database information, this information is also provided on the
report. The last column at the far right shows the number of cycles the error has recirculated on
the report. Every effort should be made to resolve errors as quickly as possible, usually within 30
days. The H&T Frequently Asked Questions on the postal intranet provide step-by-step
instructions for resolving the most common errors.

For the 470-battery exam, all load results will go to the error file with the error message
NO ACTIVE REGISTER if there are any exam announcements in the system which still
have the old carrier occupation code 231001XX attached. You should review all the
470 exam announcements under the lead office and delete the old occupation code
from any announcements that have it attached. Once the old occupation code is
deleted, the errors should process and load, providing there are no other errors.

If you give the 710 exam for Data Conversion Operator and your results load to the
error file with the error message NO ACTIVE REGISTER, you have exam
announcements for the obsolete Mark Up Clerk register. You need to delete the old
exam announcement. You may have to page back through the list to find the old
announcement for Exam 710 Clerical Abilities for the 210 register.

http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/faqs/hat/welcome.htm
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A third report, R0380 Possible Lost Certification Report, is routed to your printer if a hiring
worksheet is created and applicants circulating in the error file would have been on the hiring
worksheet had the errors been corrected. Review the applicants and their errors to determine if
administrative error prevented them from loading. If so, the errors should be resolved as soon as
possible and the affected applicants given lost consideration.

 A fourth report, R0795, Finalist Address Reject Field Error Report, is routed to your printer if
an address gridded by an applicant doesn’t meet the standards of the address standardization
software. This report lists the Applicant ID and the address. Review the address information. If
corrections need to be made, use CHANGE APPLICANT – ADDRESS to enter the corrected
information. This report is printed one time only, as information. If you receive subsequent copies
of this report for the same applicant, contact HRIS Support Services using the Request
Assistance application. This usually indicates that there was a problem with gridding a finance
number at the time of the exam.

13 – EXAM ANNOUNCEMENT
U0194 EXAMINATION ANNOUNCEMENT

MENU

   1  ADD EXAM ANNOUNCEMENT
   2  ADD OCC CODE
   3  CHANGE ANNOUNCE DATES
   4  DELETE EXAM ANNOUNCE
   5  DELETE OCC CODE
   6  DISPLAY ANNOUNCEMENT
   7  PRINT EXAM ANNOUNCE

Add Exam Announcement

Entering exam announcements in the system is critical to the processing of ongoing exam results.

Applicant Load processing looks at the exam announcements in the system to determine if
scores should load into the system.

If an exam announcement is kept open until further notice, applicants may take the exam more
than one time during the period. To do this, only the opening announcement date is entered; the
closing date is left blank. This can result in applicants loading to the error file with Duplicate
Eligibility errors. To avoid these errors, it is recommended that each announcement period be
closed on the day you schedule applicants for the exam and then reopened the next day.

Add Occ Code

This allows you to add an occupation code to an exam announcement. This would occur very
rarely. If this is needed, you would be provided with instructions via update or broadcast
message.

Change Announce Date

This selection allows you to change incorrect open and close dates on an exam announcement.
Enter the lead office installation ID, and then select the exam announcement from the list
provided. Overtype the dates listed with the correct dates and press Enter.

Delete Exam Announce

This selection allows you to delete an exam announcement entered in error. Enter the lead office
installation ID. Select the exam announcement from the list provided, using F10 and F11 to scroll
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through multiple pages if necessary; then press Enter. Type Y to confirm the deletion or type N to
cancel.

If you give the 710 exam for Data Conversion Operator and your results load to the error
file with the error message NO ACTIVE REGISTER, you have exam announcements for
the obsolete Mark Up Clerk register. You need to delete the old exam announcement. You
may have to page back through the list to find the old announcement for Exam 710 Clerical
Abilities for the 210 register.

Delete Occ Code

Enter the lead office installation ID, select the exam announcement from the list provided, and
press Enter. A list of all occupation codes attached to this exam is presented. Tab down to the
occupation code to be deleted and type X. Press Enter. A message is displayed: SEL TO
CHG/DEL | ENTER TO RETURN | PR5-NEW SERV | PF10/PF11 TO SCROLL. Press Enter
again to confirm the deletion.

For the 470-battery exam, all load results will go to the error file with the error message NO
ACTIVE REGISTER if there are any exam announcements in the system which still have
the old carrier occupation code 231001XX attached. You should review all the 470 exam
announcements under the lead office and delete the old occupation code from any
announcements that have it attached.

Display Announcement

This selection allows you to view the open and close dates and the occ codes for each exam
announcement. Enter the lead office installation ID and select the exam announcement you want
to review.

Print Exam Announcement

R0944 Exam Announcement Activity Report by Admin will provide you with a printout of exam
announcements for an exam you select by administrative office. You can choose to report all
announcements, announcements in a date range, or only the latest announcement. Complete the
routing instructions and press Enter. This report runs immediately.

14 – HIRING WORKSHEET
U0203 HIRING WORKSHEET

MENU
  1  CLOSE
  2  CREATE
  3  DISPLAY HWS
  4  DISPLAY LOG
  5  DISPLAY SUMMARY
  6  EXTEND
  7  PRINT HWS
  8  PRINT HWS MGMT REPORTS
  9  PRINT NOT AVAILABLE RPT
10  TERMINATE
11  PRINT HWS LABELS
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Close Hiring Worksheet

HIRING WORKSHEETS
CLOSE BY ADMIN

FOR: ZZ24 BROWNSVILLE
231501XX  MAIL HANDLER

HWS: 00 00001

1 DISPLAY APPLICANTS

2 ENTER STATUS TO EXCLUDE FROM SELECTION

3 MAKE SELECTION

4 CHANGE SELECTION

5 CLOSE PERMANENTLY

Once your hiring worksheet is created, this CLOSE HIRING WORKSHEET menu can be used to
review, exclude, select, change selection, and close your hiring worksheet permanently.

1 Display Applicants

The hiring worksheet is displayed, four applicants at a time, just as they appear on the printed
hiring worksheet.

2 Enter Status to Exclude from Selection

Use this selection to update the applicants on your hiring worksheet. As you update
applicants with exclusion status codes or make selections, the actions are recorded and can
be viewed here.

Select 2 and press Enter. The applicant ID for the first applicant who is not updated is
presented. You can view the list with this applicant by pressing Enter. Or you can overtype
this applicant ID with another from the list and press Enter. The list is presented one
applicant at a time, beginning with the chosen applicant.

All applicants that will not be considered for selection must have a status code entered to
exclude them. Status codes previously entered can be corrected by spacing them out. If
selections have been made you will not be able to exclude any applicant that was involved in
the rule of one-in-three. CHANGE SELECTION must be used to remove the selection before
you can update the applicant with a status to exclude from consideration.

Exclusion status codes FTR and CRU migrate to all battery registers and members of that
lead office, placing FRR or CRR on the applicant register status. All other exclusion status
codes apply only to the register and member of the hiring worksheet.

3 Make Selection

Use this selection once the appropriate applicants have been excluded from consideration. A
list of all unadjudicated veterans who have not been excluded from consideration is
presented. No selections can be made until all applicants on this list are adjudicated or
excluded from consideration. The system applies the rule of one-in-three as it guides you
through the selection process.

Applicants are presented in groups of three in score order. Use your Tab key to position the
cursor next to the applicant you want to select. Type X and press Enter. A message will be
provided if your selection doesn’t follow the rule of one-in-three. If your selection is
successful, the selected applicant will disappear from your list and a new applicant will be
added at the bottom. The two applicants not selected have their consideration count
increased by one. Continue making the desired number of selections. Once an applicant’s
consideration count reaches three without a selection, that applicant will disappear from your
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list. Three applicants will appear on the list each time unless fewer than three remain on the
list. At the selecting official’s option, you can select from a group of two or a group of one.

Print a copy of your hiring worksheet and compare it to the hard copy from which you are
working.

Once you are satisfied with the excluded applicants and the selected applicants, you may
close the hiring worksheet.

When the hiring worksheet is closed, the status applied during the selection process updates
the applicant immediately. SEL migrates to the other battery registers and members of that
lead office as SLR. Applicants with inactive status codes are moved to the inactive area
during overnight batch processing after 7 p.m.

4 Change Selection

If you find an error in reviewing your hiring worksheet, use this application to correct it. To
remove a selection, select CHANGE SELECTION and press Enter. The applicant ID for the
first applicant selected is presented.

If you press Enter, all selections on the hiring worksheet will be removed. If you
want to remove a selection without removing all selections, overtype the
applicant ID of the selection you want to change.

All selections affected by that selection and below it will be removed. This means
that selections with a higher score could be removed depending on the order in
which the selections were made. Correct status to exclude if necessary. Return
to selection 3 and make your selections again.

5 Close Permanently

Once you are satisfied with your exclusions and selections, pick option 5. At the question
“Permanently Close This Hiring Worksheet? (Y/N),” type Y to close or N to cancel.

It is strongly recommended that you print your hiring worksheet after entering
your selections and before closing it permanently. Compare the printout to the
paper copy of the hiring worksheet. Be absolutely sure your entries are correct
before closing the hiring worksheet . Once you type Y and press Enter, there is
no way to alter the information on the hiring worksheet.

When the hiring worksheet is closed, the status applied during the selection process updates
the applicant immediately. SEL migrates to the other battery registers and members of that
lead office as SLR. Applicants with inactive status codes are moved to the inactive area
during overnight batch processing after 7 p.m.

Create Hiring Worksheet

The create process triggers the system to find and attach the eligible applicants for a particular
hiring worksheet, and automatically routes a hard copy of the HWS to your Administrative Office
printer. The batch program that attaches names to a hiring worksheet you have created runs
once during the day at 11:45 a.m. and once in the evening at 7:00 p.m. Monday through Friday,
and on Saturdays at approximately 4:00 p.m. Central time.

It is best to avoid creating a hiring worksheet when it is near the times the batch
program runs. If the program is running at the same time you are creating your list,
sometimes names will not attach. If this happens to your hiring worksheet, terminate
it and create it again.
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The opening date on the HWS is system-generated and cannot be changed. The close date is 21
days from the opening date. You may request a one-time extension of 10 days.

Display Hiring Worksheet

This application allows you to display a selected hiring worksheet online. Any updates made to
the hiring worksheet will be displayed. You can page through the hiring worksheet using F10 or
F11, or you can tab to the page number and overtype a different number.

Hiring worksheets that have been closed for 5 years or more are archived off the database and
no longer display. To request archived hiring worksheet information, send an Assistance Request
to HRIS Support Services. Include the administrative office Installation ID; the HWS number; and
the year the worksheet was closed. HRIS Support Services will provide a report to you.

Display Log

This application provides the hiring worksheet number, issued and closed dates, and user sign-on
of the person who closed the hiring worksheet. If the hiring worksheet was terminated rather than
closed it will be identified with: (T). Log is displayed by register, lead office, and member.

Display Summary

This application provides statistical information about each hiring worksheet.

Select the hiring worksheet you want to review. The identifying information for the hiring
worksheet is listed: member office, occupation code and register, hiring worksheet number, and
open or closed status. Statistical information displayed includes:

• Number of applicants certified to the hiring worksheet

• Lowest score certified

• If hiring worksheet is open: Name and applicant ID for the lowest score certified
If hiring worksheet is closed: Name and applicant ID for the lowest score selected

Extend

A hiring worksheet should be closed within 21 days. If necessary, you may extend it for another
10 days using this application.

Print HWS

Use this application to print a copy of any hiring worksheet, open or closed. Hiring worksheets
that have been closed for 5 years or more are archived off the database and no longer display.
To receive the HWS information in report form, send an Assistance Request to HRIS Support
Services. Include the administrative office installation ID current at the time the list was created,
the HWS number, and the year the hiring worksheet was closed.
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Print HWS Mgmt Reports

U0392 PRINT HIRING WORKSHEET
MANAGEMENT REPORTS

   1  LOG FOR ADMIN
   2  LOG FOR LEAD
   3  UTILIZATION SUMMARY
   4  DURATION SUMMARY
   5  APPL DISPOSITION HIST
   6  OVER CERTIFICATION

1 Log for Admin

This selection is used to request Report R0251, Hiring Worksheet Log for Administrative
Office. You can choose yearly intervals of one, two, or three years or specify a range of
dates. The report will list the lead/hiring office, position and number of vacancies, number
certified, lowest score certified, number selected, lowest score selected, date issued and
closed, and the user ID of the person who closed the hiring worksheet. All hiring worksheets
that meet the criteria you enter will be reported.

Each December, it is recommended that you request this report for all hiring worksheets that
have been closed for five years. An H&T Update is published in December as a reminder.
This report should be filed as a reference. It will be needed should you request an archived
hiring worksheet.

2 Log for Lead

This selection is used to request Report R0247, Hiring Worksheet Log by Lead/Register
Office. It prints the same information as Report R0251 above, except that it reports only the
hiring worksheets for the specified lead office.

3 Utilization Summary

This application is used to request Report R0807, Utilization Summary of Hiring Worksheets,
by administrative office. You are allowed to indicate a date range and then choose all hiring
worksheets for an administrative office or restrict them by lead/register office, lead/register
type, or lead/register member. The report totals the number of hiring worksheets that are
terminated, closed without selection, not used, and the number closed with selection.

4 Duration Summary

This selection is used to request Report R0808, Hiring Worksheet Duration Summary. You
are allowed to indicate a date range and then choose all hiring worksheets for an
administrative office or restrict them by lead/register office, lead/register type, or lead/register
member. You indicate beginning and ending dates and the report totals the number of hiring
worksheets open for 31 or fewer days, the number open for 32 to 61 days, and the number
opened longer than 62 days. In addition, the report lists the hiring worksheet open the
shortest amount of time and the hiring worksheet open the greatest amount of time.

5 Appl Disposition Hist

This application is used to request Report R0811, Applicant Disposition History. You are
allowed to indicate a date range and then choose all hiring worksheets for an administrative
office or restrict them by lead/register office, lead/register type, or lead/register member. The
report then lists the number of hiring worksheets issued during that period and the disposition
of the applicants on those hiring worksheets: number not available by status code, number
not qualified by status code, number not selected (NS1, NS2 or NS3), number not reached
(NS0), and number selected.
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6 Over Certification

This application is used to request Report R0812, Over Certification of Applicants on Hiring
Worksheets Summary. You are allowed to indicate a date range and then choose all hiring
worksheets for an administrative office or restrict them by lead/register office, lead/register
type, or lead/register member. The report lists the lead office installation ID, the register
number, the hiring worksheet number, the type of register, the issue date, the close date, the
number of vacancies, the number of selections, and the number of applicants who were not
considered.

Print Not Available Rpt

This application allows you to request Report R0339, Applicant Unavailable Report. You select a
specific closed hiring worksheet and the report will list the rating, applicant name, applicant ID,
and availability date for all applicants who were ENU on that hiring worksheet.

Terminate

This application allows you to cancel a hiring worksheet that you should not have created. Any
updates made to the applicants will be canceled with this process. If you close a hiring
worksheet rather than terminate, any applicant updates will be processed and applied to the
applicant’s status.

Print HWS Labels

This application is provided for you to request applicant address labels with bar codes for a
specific hiring worksheet if needed. You can request one or two copies of the labels. They can be
directed to print on your local printer if you have local label capability, or you can have them
printed at the Eagan ASC/ISC and mailed to you.

16 – LOCAL REGISTER
LOCAL REGISTER

MENU

 1  CONVERT 16  PRINT STAT CODE ON RGTR
 2  DISPLAY 17  PRINT REQUIREMENT TAKEN
 3  DISPLAY DEACTIVATED
 4  EXTEND
 5  ID VETS PREF CLAIMANTS
 6  ID VETS PREF - SEND LTR
 7  PRINT APPS ALPHABETICAL
 8  PRINT APPS SCORE ORDER
 9  PRINT DUPLICATE APPS

 10  PRINT EXPIRATION REPORT
 11  PRINT MINORITIES ON REG
 12  PRINT REGISTER REPORT
 13  PRINT VETS PREF STATS
 14  PRINT STANDING OF APPLS
 15  APPLS ADDRESS LABELS

This menu gathers a number of applications and reports that are useful in maintaining your local
registers.
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Convert

This application is now obsolete. This application was used to convert manual registers to the
automated H&T system.

Display

This selection allows you to display any register by lead office, register number, and member. It is
also found on the Register menu U0182.

Display Deactivated

This selection allows you to display any deactivated register by lead office and register number. It
is also found on the Register menu U0182.

Extend

With approval of your District Human Resources Manager, you may extend registers up to four
times or up to six years. Extension of rural registers requires approval of Headquarters Selection,
Evaluation and Recognition. They should be contacted through your management. When you
attempt to extend a Rural Carrier or Rural Carrier Associate register, the Extend application gives
the message: EXTEND REG DISALLOWED–SPECIAL AUTHORIZATION IS REQUIRED.

All active applicants on the register are given one additional year of eligibility when you extend
the register. This includes applicants who may have just recently loaded with Delayed or
Reopened Status, and also includes any applicants who may have reached 18 months of
eligibility and were recently extended to a third year through the CHANGE APPLICANT,
INDIVIDUAL EXTEND application.

Inactive applicants are not extended.

Report R0305, Applicants Whose Eligibility Was Extended, is system-generated and
automatically routed to the printer of the Administrative Office for the lead register extended. The
report indicates the number of applicants extended for the number of extensions the particular
register has had done.

When you request a register extension, after selecting the register, the next screen
contains a prompt asking you to indicate Yes or No to the question EXTEND TO 3RD
YEAR? (Y/N): If the register has already been extended to a third year, this screen will
show the date it was extended to a third year, and will prompt if you want to extend to a
4th, etc., up to the allowable 6 years. This does not mean the applicants have all been
extended that number of times; some may have never been extended and this will be
their first extension. This means the register itself has been extended that number of
times. You can determine how many times a particular applicant has been extended by
reviewing DISPLAY APPLICANT HISTORY and counting the EXTBATCH entries in the
User column for that register, or by looking at their Enter on Register and Expiration
Dates and determining the difference in the number of years.

If some of the applicants have expired:

HRIS Support Services can assist you if you did not get a register extended before
some of the applicants expired, as long as the applicants have been expired less than
90 days and are still on the active database. Submit an Assistance Request and we will
run a special program that will extend the register and also extend expired applicants.
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If an applicant in the inactive database should have been extended:

Applicants in the inactive database are not extended when an entire register is
extended. If you determine that an applicant who has expired in the inactive area and
cannot be reactivated should have been extended, you can use ADD APPLICANT to
restore his/her eligibility.

1. Screen print applicant profile information using DISPLAY INACTIVE APPLICANT.

2. Using those screen prints, use ADD APPLICANT to add the applicant.

3. Subtract one year from the applicant’s expiration date, and use that date as the
entered on register date. The system will add two years and calculate the new
expiration date, which will reflect the additional year of eligibility. This is the same as
extending.

Expired applicants remain on the active database for 90 days before being moved to
the inactive database area. You can use APPLICANT > CHANGE > EXTEND
ELIGIBILITY to give a third year extension to an expired applicant who still remains on
the active database.

An active applicant who has already been extended to a third year, who missed a
fourth year extension when an entire register was extended because they were in the
inactive area, can be extended. Use APPLICANT> CHANGE ELIGIBILITY PER,
selection 4 on the APPLICANT MENU, to adjust the applicant’s eligibility period by
adding one year (+01). This is the same as extending.

ID Vets Pref Claimants

This menu selection requests the R0283 Veterans Preference Report to identify both adjudicated
and unadjudicated TP, XP, CP/CPS Veteran Preference claimants. In your report request, you
may specify the number of applicants you want to review, and also indicate whether you want
them listed in alphabetical or score order.

This report shows all applicants who claimed Veteran Preference by:

Applicant ID, Name and Address

Filing Status

Final Score with Veteran Preference

Adjudicated Date (if adjudicated)

Proof Good Until Date (if adjudicated and applicable)

This report is also available on the Veteran Preference menu U0216.

ID Vets Pref - Send Letter

This menu selection requests the R0282, Unadjudicated Veterans Preference Report to identify
TP, XP, CP/CPS claimants whom you have not yet adjudicated. There are no letters on the
system; this application provides the report and applicant labels to contact the applicants.

The letter you send with the labels must be locally developed and reproduced. This report is also
available on the VETERAN PREFERENCE MENU U0216.
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Print Apps – Alphabetical

The R0400 Report, Alphabetical List of Register Applicants, lists all applicants in alphabetical
order for a specific register. It includes name, ID, score, member and prescreen register statuses.

We recommend requesting this report after testing is complete for any examination
announced to the public. Once all sessions have loaded and all errors are resolved,
request this report for each register newly populated. This report is your only cross-
reference between name and applicant ID. You can choose to route this report to the
Minneapolis printer and it will be printed on fan-folded computer paper and mailed to you. If
the report will be more than 500 pages long, it will automatically default to the Minneapolis
printer.

Print Apps Score Order

The R0442 Report, Passing Applicants on a Register, lists the eligible applicants on a register.
They are listed in score order regardless of standing on the register. This report does not
separate active from inactive applicants; they are listed as long as there is an eligible score.

All applicant information is listed:

•  Name •  Member Offices

•  ID •  Tie Breakers

•  Address •  Register Status

•  DOB •  Proof Good Until Date

•  Basic/Final Score •  Exam

•  Vet Pref •  NTAC Mailed and Entered on Register Dates

•  Parts Failed •  Filing Status

Print Duplicate Appls

Report R0399, Applicants With Similar Names, identifies applicants on a register with similar
names. It includes applicant information for any applicants found with similar information. This
report can be very helpful in identifying applicants who have an incorrect applicant ID and are on
the database with both the correct and incorrect IDs.

Print Expiration Report

The R0286 Expiring Eligibilities Report identifies the number of applicants who will remain on the
register after the dates that you specify. You may indicate up to 3 dates on your report request.
You may request the report by one member office, or a consolidated report of all member offices.

Use this report to evaluate opening the examination versus extending the register.

Print Minorities on Reg

Report R0284, Percentage of Women and Minorities on Register, provides the percentage of
women and minorities on the register and the number not reported on the register. Some
applicants will not be reported because providing this information in the exam room was
voluntary. The report counts only eligible applicants. Ineligible applicants are not counted. You
may request the report by one member office, or a consolidated report of all member offices.

Print Register Report

Report R0239, Local Registers by Administering Office, identifies all registers under an
Administrative Office and reports how many active applicants there are on each register. The
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Print Register Report

Report R0239, Local Registers by Administering Office, identifies all registers under an
Administrative Office and reports how many active applicants there are on each register. The
report shows the Lead Office as well as member offices. You also have the option of requesting
this report for a specific register. This will report all lead offices for that register within your
administrative control. This report is also available on the U0182 Maintain Register menu.

Print Vets Pref Stats

Report R0337, Veterans Preference Register Statistics, identifies how many veterans there are
on a register for each Veteran Preference category. The report also shows the highest and lowest
score for each category.

Print Standing of Appls

Report R0521, Applicants on a Register by Member Office, lists applicants according to the
criteria you indicate in your request. Applicants are listed in order of numerical standing on the
register. It prints the same applicant information as the R0442, Passing Applicants on a Register
Report, as well as prescreen information, expiration date and member office status.

You may request this report for:

• Active, inactive, ineligibles, and combinations of these, or for all applicants

• All applicants, applicants within a score range, or applicants within a starting and ending
ranking number.

• Specific range of dates for the eligibility expiration date

• Specific member or all member offices

FSM, Markup Clerk and Data Conversion operator applicants will show standing even
though pre-hire requirement has not been met. Register status will show as PEN until
requirement is met.

Appls Address Labels

Report R0581 provides standard applicant mailing labels with applicant name, address, and bar
code.

You can request labels, a report, or both, in alphabetical or score order. You may specify
applicant criteria (see R0521 above). This is a good report to request if you want to specify the
applicant criteria, but do not want all the paper that ordering Report R0521 would produce.

Labels can be directed to print on your local printer if you have local label capability, or you can
have them printed at the Eagan ASC/ISC and mailed to you. If you print labels on your local
printer, we recommend that you allow the labels to print on paper stock and then use your copier
loaded with label stock to produce the labels. This is because you cannot always predict when
the labels will come over your printer to be sure you have the label stock loaded and ready.

Print Stat Code on Rgtr

The R0588, Status Code on Register Report, allows you to specify any of the standard register
statuses for a report of all the applicants who have that status.

Use this report with the status code EXP to determine if applicants expired before you were able
to extend your registers. Within 90 days of expiration, we are able to reactivate and extend
expired applicants using a special program. Use the Assistance application to request this.
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Provide the installation ID and a statement requesting that the applicants be reactivated and
extended.

When applicants are updated with an inactive status through CHANGE APPLICANT,
they move to the inactive area. Therefore, these applicants will not appear on the report
for a specified inactive status.

Print Requirements Taken

Report R0735, Applicant Listing of Requirements Taken, lists applicants for a specific
requirement in either alphabetical or score order. Based on selected criteria, it may include
qualified, not qualified, or applicants who have not taken the pre-hire requirement. The report lists
applicants for the specified criteria by name, ID, score, Pass or Fail indicator, and dates
requirement was taken and updated.

17 – LSM-FSM PRE-HIRE LIST
MAINTAIN

LSM/FSM PRE-HIRE LIST

 1  CLOSE
 2  CREATE
 3  DISPLAY
 4  ENTER STATUS
 5  PRINT

The Distribution Clerk, Machine register is obsolete and no pre-hire lists for that register are
needed, so instructions are based on the Flat Sorter Machine Operator (FSM) register only.

Close

This application is used to close your FSM pre-hire list after you have entered the appropriate
status codes using selection 4, ENTER STATUS. Select CLOSE from the menu, enter the
administrative office ID or enter through, and select the number for the pre-hire list you want to
close. Be very sure your applicants are updated correctly. Once the list is closed permanently,
no further changes can be made. We recommend making a print of the pre-hire list prior to
closing and reviewing it to assure all entries are correct.

If it is necessary to begin the hiring process before all applicants have completed the
dexterity training, you must enter the status CIT—Currently In Training for any applicant
still in training. Then close the pre-hire list to update the applicant qualifications record.
Only applicants with a CIT status on a closed pre-hire list can have the dexterity
training results updated using APPLICANT>CHANGE>REQUIREMENTS TAKEN.

Create

To create an FSM pre-hire list, select CREATE from the menu. Enter the Lead office installation
ID or enter through. Then enter the number of applicants you want to place into dexterity training
and select report, labels or both. The program will attach applicants to your list, route a report to
your printer and, if selected, print labels at the ISC/ASC to be mailed to you. The batch program
runs once during the day at 11:45 a.m. and once in the evening at 7:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday, and on Saturdays at approximately 4:00 p.m. Central time.
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Display

To review your FSM pre-hire list, select DISPLAY from the menu. Enter the administrative office
ID or enter through. Select the number for the FSM pre-hire list you want to display, and press
Enter. Use F10 and F11 to page through the display of lists and the list itself.

Enter Status

Use this application to enter each applicant's status as it becomes known. Select ENTER
STATUS from the menu, and enter the administrative office ID or enter through. Select the
number for the FSM pre-hire list you want to update. Only the status codes that can be viewed
using Display List can be used to update the applicant’s status.

Print

Select PRINT from the menu, and enter the administrative office ID or enter through. Select the
pre-hire list to be printed and complete the report routing process. This application will print either
the report or labels or both.

19 – PRE-HIRE LIST

This application allows you to contact applicants on the 396 Mark Up Clerk and 265 Data
Conversion Operator registers in order to administer the required typing tests. You enter the
number of applicants to contact and choose report, labels, or both. The program runs immediately
to provide you with a report to aid you in tracking the results. Labels can be directed to print on
your local printer if you have local label capability, or you can have them printed at the Eagan
ASC/ISC and mailed to you.

Do not confuse this report with the FSM Pre-hire List. There is no online update of applicant
status for this report. Use APPLICANT>CHANGE>REQUIREMENTS TAKEN to update the
results of the typing tests.

23 – VETERANS PREFERENCE
MAINTAIN VETERANS PREFERENCE

MENU

 1  CHANGE V. P. ADJUDICATE
 2  R0283 ID VETS PREF RPT
 3  R0282 ID VETS PREF LTR

 4  R0337 VETS PREF STATS

Change V.P. Adjudicate

This application allows you to adjudicate all scores for an applicant’s registers for your
administrative office. You can adjudicate the preference as claimed or change it according to the
proof provided by the applicant. For CP, CPS and XP you can enter a “proof-good-until date” that
will automatically expire the adjudication on the date when new proof is required.

Adjudication of an applicant while on an open hiring worksheet, transitional hiring list,
Casual Hiring List, or pre-hire dexterity list can change the applicant’s place on the
hiring list or cause the applicant to drop off the list entirely. The system provides a
warning message in the adjudication process when you select a preference that is
lower than the preference on the hiring list: WARNING: VETS PREF UPDATE
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CHANGES POSITION ON REG/HWS. Once an applicant is adjudicated downward on
a hiring list, there is no way to restore the applicant to the original position. Applicants
on a hiring list cannot be adjudicated to a higher score until the list is closed.

R0283 ID Vets Pref Report

This report can also be requested from the LOCAL REGISTER MENU. This report lists veterans
adjudicated or unadjudicated according to the report criteria selected. The report includes the
applicant ID, name, filing status, score, date adjudicated, and proof-good-until date.

R0282 ID Vets Pref Ltr

This report provides an option for labels to use in requesting veteran preference documentation. It
lists applicant ID, name, filing status, score, veteran preference claimed, proof requested date,
and proof due date. Although it refers to “letter” information, that part of the application was not
developed. Use the labels with your locally produced letter.

R0337 Vets Pref Stats

This report totals the number of veterans and high and low score by preference claimed: CPS,
CP, XP, TP.

24 – PRESCREENING
HIRING & TESTING

PRESCREENING LIST MENU

 1  CREATE
 2  DISPLAY
 3  UPDATE
 4  DELETE
 5  INITIATE
 6  PRINT APPL STATUS RPT
 7  PRINT CATEGORY REPORT

 8  PRINT LABELS

Complete instructions for using the prescreen application can be found in H&T Update 92:01,
dated January 31, 1992.

25 – TRANSITIONAL HIRING LIST
TRANSITIONAL HIRING LIST

MENU

 1  CLOSE
 2  CREATE
 3  DISPLAY
 4  PRINT

 5  SELECT

H&T Update 92:03, dated February 5, 1992, provides complete instructions on transitional hiring
lists.

http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/updates/hat/misc/ht9201.pdf
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/updates/hat/misc/ht9203.pdf
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Create Transitional Hiring List

The CREATE process triggers the system to find and attach the eligible applicants for a particular
transitional hiring list, and automatically routes a hard copy of the THL to your Administrative
Office printer. The batch program that attaches names to a transitional hiring list you have
created runs once during the day at 11:45 a.m. and in the evening at 7:00 p.m. M-F, and on
Saturdays at approximately 4:00 p.m. Central time.

Applicants who are certified to a transitional hiring list have their transitional interest
indicator set to “no interest.” They will not be certified to another transitional hiring list
unless you change the indicator back to “yes” using APPLICANT>CHANGE>CAREER
CONSIDERATION ONLY.

Close Transitional Hiring List

To close your THL, select the CLOSE application. To close the list permanently, type Y and press
Enter. Once you have closed the THL, no further changes can be made to it.

Display Transitional Hiring List

Display THL by entering the administrative office installation ID. Select the number for the list you
want to display. If it is not on the first page, use F10 and F11 to page through the lists. You can
also overtype the page number and press Enter.

Transitional hiring lists that have been closed for 5 years or more are archived off the database
and no longer display. To get archived THL information in report form, send an Assistance
Request to HRIS Support Services. Please include:

• The administrative office installation ID

• The THL number

• The date or year the transitional hiring list was closed

Print Transitional Hiring List

This application allows you to print a copy of the transitional hiring list and route it to your local
printer.

Select

To select applicants on your THL, select the number for the THL you want to update. If it is not on
the first page, use F10 and F11 to page through the lists. The list of names is presented in score
order with veteran preference information, applicant ID, name, and current status on the register
displayed. Tab down to the applicant you want to select and type X. If you select an applicant by
mistake, tab down to the X and use the space bar to remove it.

The current applicant status displayed on the transitional hiring list is there for information only. It
is not necessary to update the status codes for applicants not selected prior to closing the list. If
an applicant acquires an inactive status after being certified to the transitional hiring list, that
applicant's data will be highlighted on the list. You will not be allowed to select a highlighted
applicant. If an applicant has been selected on your transitional hiring list but acquires an inactive
status before you attempt to close the list, the system will prevent you from closing the list until
the inactive applicant is unselected by spacing out the X.
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27 – REQUEST ASSISTANCE

A S S I S T A N C E   F U N C T I O N
PRIMARY MENU

 1  REQUEST ASSISTANCE
 2  DISPLAY ASSISTANCE RESPONSE
 3  DISPLAY INSTALL ASSISTANCE
 4  CHANGE NAME OR PHONE NUMBER

Request Assistance

If you encounter problems or have questions about the H&T applications, batch processing or
reports, send us a message. Include the following:

• Subject Line - include a brief description of the application area, question or problem

• Comments - give complete details about your problem or question, including the name of
the application you were working in, what you were trying to do, applicant IDs, register, and
any messages you received.

Display Assistance Response

By entering your logon ID, you can view all the assistance requests and responses you have
entered into the system. You can also review others by entering a different logon ID.

Display Install Assistance

This option is not yet available.

Change Name or Phone Number

Use this selection to change your name and to keep your phone number current. It is very
important to update your phone number in case HRIS Support Services has any questions
concerning your assistance request.
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Other H&T Field Menu Selections

1 – PLAN

U0227 PLAN
MENU

1  PROPOSE PLAN
2  ADD MEMBER TO PLAN
3  CHANGE PLAN
4  DELETE PLAN
5  DELETE MEMBER FROM PLAN
6  DISPLAY PLAN
7  PRINT PLAN REPORT
8  IMPLEMENT PLAN

You will use the PLAN applications if you are establishing or changing your current AER or
MEGA register configuration. If you are changing an AER, merging registers, converting Battery
conventionals to MEGAs, etc., a plan proposing the new configuration is entered into the system.
NTAC Area Eligibility Registers (AERs) Merge Process Guidelines, August 1992, outlines the
policy for this process.

Propose Plan

The PLAN applications process AER and MEGA registers. A MEGA Plan proposal is somewhat
different from AER because it is created by entering seven plans, one for each of the seven
registers that make up the Battery MEGA.

You must enter the 394 register. Even though it is now obsolete, the H&T processing
has not been changed and still requires the Battery to consist of all seven registers.

The 392 Clerk register plan must be entered first as it serves as the master plan for the other
plans of a MEGA. The 392 Clerk register plan must have all the member offices (up to 99) for the
MEGA. When you enter the other six plans, the system will edit against the 392 Clerk Plan to
ensure that all the member offices and their selection numbers match those of the 392 Clerk
Plan. Approval and implementation cannot take place until all seven plans of the MEGA are in the
system because they are all updated at once.

Plans are proposed by administrative installation, so begin by entering your administrative
installation ID on the first screen. The lead office of a MEGA register, which has all seven jobs of
the battery by definition, must be the same for all seven register plans of the MEGA. The Propose
Plan application will let you know with messages if you enter lead office or member office
selection numbers that differ from the 392 Clerk register plan for any of the other six plans.

Add and Delete Member From Plan

The system edits to assure a plan member exists on the 392 register plan before you are allowed
to add it to any of the other six plans. DELETE MEMBER FROM PLAN requires you to delete the
member from the 393 through 398 register plans before you are allowed to delete it from the 392
Clerk register plan.
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Change Plan

CHANGE PLAN is used to alter the proposed plan before it is approved. For MEGA registers, you
may need to delete the plan and start over because of the system edits that compare the 392
Clerk register to all others. The system will provide an error message if the change you try to
make doesn’t meet the edit requirements.

Display Plan and Print Plan Report

The DISPLAY PLAN application lets you review your plan for accuracy online. You can print a
copy of your plan, which will produce the R0240 Plan Report on your administrative office printer.

Approval of Plan

Once you have determined that your register plan is proposed correctly in the system, you should
forward your request for approval to NTAC. When NTAC approves your plan, Report R0575,
Approved Plan, will print over your administrative office printer; copies also print at NTAC and
HRIS Support Services. Once your plan has been approved, you may implement it when you are
sure it is correct. If you discover errors after reviewing the R0575 Approved Plan Report, notify
NTAC. NTAC can negate an approved plan and you may then make revisions to it.

Timing of implementing your plan may be different if you are merging registers or
converting from Battery Conventional to MEGA. If so, follow the appropriate instructions
for implementing your plan at the correct step.

Implement Approved Plan

An approved MEGA plan is implemented by selecting the 392 Clerk register plan from the list of
approved plans displayed in the Implement application. All seven plans are implemented together
and confirmed with a success message: MEGA PLANS 392-298 HAVE ALL BEEN
IMPLEMENTED.

You may add an Exam Announcement for your AER or MEGA register once your approved plan
has been implemented.

2 – REGISTER

U0182         MAINTAIN
             REGISTER MENU

1 DISPLAY
2 DISPLAY DEACTIVATED
3 R0239 RGTR RPT/APP CNTS
4 R0613 PRT RGTR LISTING

5 MERGE REGISTERS

Display Register

This display will show you a list of registers by lead office. Selecting a register from the list will
show you the Administrative Office for the register and the date the register was activated. For a
MEGA or AER, you can press Enter and display a list of the member offices.
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Display Deactivated

When registers are reconfigured in the system, NTAC deactivates the old registers. This display
shows registers that have been deactivated for a lead office.

R0239 Local Registers by Administering Office Report

This report identifies all registers under an administrative office, or it can be requested for a
selected register. The report shows the Administering Office and the Exam Center name and
address, and the date the register was implemented. The report is produced by lead office, and
member offices are listed. A count of how many active applicants on the register by each member
office is included. This count can help you estimate the number of applicants on the entire
register.

R0613 Current Register Listing by Admin Office Report

This report is similar to Report R0239. You can request it for all registers under an administrative
office or for a selected register. This report shows the lead register and member offices for an
Administrative office and indicates whether there are applicants on the register.

Merge Registers

U0355   MERGE REGISTERS
                          MENU

 1  APPLICANT UPDATE
 2  DELETE APPLICANT
 3  DISPLAY APPLICANT
 4  RE-ADD APPLICANT
 5  REQUEST ALPHA REPORT
 6  REQUEST SCORE REPORT
 7  REQUEST LABELS

The NTAC AER Merge Processing Guidelines of August 1992 are the policy and procedure
instructions for merging registers.

The MERGE REGISTER application is used for restructuring or making member office changes
to AER register configurations. It is also used for MEGA and Battery Conventional registers in
four basic ways:

• Split one Battery Conventional into many Battery Conventionals

• Split one MEGA into several MEGAs

• Consolidate one MEGA into one Battery Conventional

• Consolidate many MEGAs into one MEGA

The MERGE REGISTERS application available from the REGISTER MENU is not used for
changing a Battery conventional register into a MEGA; use selection 28 CONVERT RGTR TO
MEGA from the Main Field Menu (see page 50).

Complete instructions for using this MERGE application can be found in H&T Update 96:23,
dated October 22, 1996.

http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/updates/hat/1996/ht96-23.htm
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4 – APPLICATION FORM

This application displays the occupation code and position titles of entrance positions and
whether a particular application form is required or optional for the position.

6 – CANVASS
CANVASS

MAIN MENU

  1   ADD RESPONSE
  2   AREA ELIGIBILITY RGTR
  3   CONVENTIONAL RGTR
  4   DELETE
  5   DISPLAY
  6   NOTIFY APPLICANTS
  7   PRINT CANVASSED ELIG
  8   PRINT CANVASS STATS
  9   PRINT DUPLICATE LABELS
10   PRINT PRIOR CANVASS

The CANVASS application allows you to contact a list of applicants using labels and a locally
produced letter for the purpose of repopulating an exhausted register in a short period of time.

Add Response

This application allows you to update an applicant’s response to the canvass letter. Enter the
losing office installation ID and select the canvass you want to update. Enter the applicant ID and
type Y to accept the canvass. It is not necessary to type N to reject the canvass, but this option is
provided if you want to use it. Applicants will not be canvassed a second time for the same
combination of register and gaining and losing office.

Area Eligibility Rgtr

Canvassing for an AER or MEGA can only be done within a single register with multiple member
offices. The program creates a list of people, in score order, who do not have the member office
choice identified as the “gaining installation.” If an applicant accepts the canvass offer, the system
adds one additional member choice. (An applicant may have no more than six member choices.)
This program runs after 7 p.m. Monday through Friday and after 4 p.m. on Saturday, Central time.

Conventional Rgtr

Canvassing for a conventional or battery conventional register can only be done between two
conventional registers. The program creates a list of applicants, in score order, who do not have
eligibility on the “gaining installation.” If an applicant accepts the canvass offer, the system
applies TRO – Transferred Out to the “losing installation“ eligibility and moves it to the inactive
area. The system also adds the applicant to the “gaining installation.” This program runs after 7
p.m. Monday through Friday and after 4 p.m. on Saturday, Central time.

Delete

You may delete a canvass you have requested, provided the program that attaches applicants
has not run. This program runs after 7 p.m. Monday through Friday and after 4 p.m. on Saturday,
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Central time. Enter the losing installation ID, select the canvass, and press Enter. Type Y to
confirm the delete process.

Display

The display application provides the date the canvass was requested and the date the names
were attached to the list. For AER or MEGA canvass, the name of the gaining installation is listed.
For conventional canvasses, the names of both gaining and losing installation are listed.

Notify Applicants

After completing your request using either 2 AREA ELIGIBILITY RGTR or 3 CONVENTIONAL
RGTR, you must complete the Notify Applicants process. This is done by selecting option 6 on
the CANVASS menu or by pressing Enter when you receive the message CANVASS #### HAS
BEEN SUCCESSFULLY CREATED. This process must be completed for the program to attach
names to your canvass list.

Print Canvassed Elig

Report R0258 provides a list of the applicants for the selected canvass. You select:

• Report criteria: all, accepted transfer, rejected transfer, or did not respond

• Sort order: alphabetical or by score

The report lists name, applicant ID, score, and address.

Print Canvass Stats

Report R0351 provides a report that analyzes the results of your canvass updates. The report:

• Lists canvass number, gaining/losing office, register, and process date

• Provides the number of applicants contacted, and tabulates the number of applicants who
accepted, rejected, or did not respond

• Shows the highest score of the contacted applicants and the lowest score of applicants who
accepted

Print Duplicate Labels

Report R0786 will provide a duplicate set of labels for the selected canvass.

Print Prior Canvass

Report R0259 lists all previous canvasses for a particular lead office by register with one page
per register. The report lists:

• Canvass number

• Gaining office

• High and low scores canvassed

• Process date

• Number contacted, accepted, rejected, or failed to respond

A message is printed on the page for any register that has no canvass.
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7 – CASUAL HIRING LIST

The CASUAL HIRING LIST application is used for casual recruitment from registers in H&T.
There is also a casual hiring tracking tool called Casual General Application File System
(CGAFS). This is a PC application that should be available in National Applications on your
workstation desktop. The CGAFS guidebook is available on the postal intranet.

CASUAL HIRING LIST
MENU

 1  CLOSE
 2  CREATE
 3  DISPLAY
 4  PRINT
 5  SELECT

Create Casual Hiring List

The CREATE process triggers the system to find and attach the eligible applicants for a particular
Casual Hiring List, and automatically routes a hard copy of the CHL to your Administrative Office
printer. The batch program that attaches names to a Casual Hiring List you have created runs
once during the day at 11:45 a.m. and once in the evening at 7:00 p.m. on weekdays, and once
on Saturdays at approximately 4:00 p.m. Central time.

Close Casual Hiring List

To close your CHL, select the CLOSE application. To close the list permanently, type Y and press
Enter. Once you have closed the CHL, no further changes can be made to it.

Display Casual Hiring List

Display CHL by entering the administrative office installation ID. Select the number for the list you
want to display. If it is not on the first page, use F10 and F11 to page through the lists. You can
also overtype the page number and press Enter.

Casual Hiring Lists that have been closed for 5 years or more are archived off the database and
no longer displayed. To get archived CHL information in report form, send an Assistance Request
to HRIS Support Services. Please include:

• The administrative office Installation ID current at the time the list was created

• The CHL number

• The year the Casual Hiring List was closed

Print Casual Hiring List

To print a copy of a CHL, enter the administrative office installation ID and select the number for
the CHL you want to print. Press Enter and complete the routing instructions. R0294 will print in a
few minutes if routed to your local H&T printer.

Select

To select applicants on your CHL, select the number for the CHL you want to update. The list of
names is presented in score order with veteran preference information, applicant ID, name, and
current status on the register displayed. Tab down to the applicant you want to select and type X.
(If you select an applicant by mistake, tab down to the X and use the space bar to remove it.) If

http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/guidebks/cgafs.pdf
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the current register status is inactive, the listing for that applicant is highlighted and the SELECT
application will not allow you to select the applicant.

Use F10 and F11 to page through the list of applicants to update all you want to select. Press
clear to exit the application and close the CHL. If an applicant that you previously selected
becomes inactive before you close the CHL, you will not be allowed to close the CHL until the X
to select is removed or the inactive status is removed using APPLICANT > CHANGE >
REGISTER STATUS.

8 – CONTACT APPLICANT

The Contact Applicant application instructions are not documented in the H&T Guidebook.
Therefore, they are provided here. The Contact Applicant Menu (U0262) has nine options:

CONTACT APPLICANT
MENU

   1  CONTACT GROUP
   2  CONTACT INDIVIDUAL
   3  DELETE INDIVIDUAL
   4  DISPLAY RESPONDER
   5  DISPLAY NON-RESPONDER
   6  FAIL TO RESPOND APPL
   7  PRINT FTR REPORT
   8  RECORD RESPONSE
   9  TRANSITIONAL CONTACT

Contact Group

Contact Group creates mailing labels and a control Report R0352 showing those applicants who
are to be contacted to determine their employment interest. The mailing labels are sent from the
Eagan Information Service Center. The report is delayed; it is processed daily at 11:00 p.m.
Central time. The report includes the following information:

• Administrative office • Veterans preference

• Register office • Number of applicants requested for review

• Register • Number of applicants reviewed

• Applicant ID • Number of applicants selected for letter

• Applicant name/address • Lowest score reviewed

• Final score • Lowest score selected for letter

1. From the U0160 H&T FIELD MENU, select CONTACT APPLICANT and press Enter;
-or-
Use PF1 shortcut to R0352, press Enter, and skip to Step 3.

2. Select CONTACT GROUP and press Enter.

3. At the Installation ID prompt, overtype Install ID to change if necessary. Press Enter.

4. Select a register and press Enter.

5. Choose the Contact option best suited to your need:

! Number of Eligibles to Contact
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! Score Range to Contact

! Lowest Score to Contact

Press Enter.

6. The LETTER DESCRIPTION AND RESPONSE DUE DATE screen is presented for all three
Contact selection criteria. Type a unique description of the purpose of this contact, tab to the
date field, and type Response Due Date. Press Enter.

7. On the REPORT ROUTING screen, enter your name, number of copies, and title line
(optional). Overtype the Route To Installation if necessary. Then press Enter.

You are returned to the INSTALLATION ID PROMPT screen with the success message REPORT
R0352 HAS BEEN SUBMITTED FOR PRINTING.

Contact Individual

In order to contact an individual regarding employment opportunities:

1. From the U0160 H&T FIELD MENU, select CONTACT APPLICANT and press Enter; or use
PF1 shortcut to A0800, press Enter, and skip to Step 3.

2. Select CONTACT INDIVIDUAL and press Enter.

3. Type the Applicant ID and press Enter.

4. Select a register and press Enter.

5. The LETTER DESCRIPTION AND RESPONSE DUE DATE screen is presented for all three
Contact selection criteria. Type a unique description of the purpose of this contact, tab to the
date field, and type Response Due Date. Press Enter.

You are returned to the APPLICANT ID prompt screen with the success message LETTER HAS
BEEN SUCCESSFULLY CREATED.

This application must be used with a locally produced letter. The system only makes
a note that the applicant has been contacted; it does not produce a letter.

Delete Individual

You can use this application to delete an applicant from an Individual Contact.

1. From the U0160 H&T FIELD MENU, select CONTACT APPLICANT and press Enter; or use
PF1 shortcut to A0819, press Enter, and skip to Step 3.

2. Select DELETE INDIVIDUAL and press Enter.

3. Type the Applicant ID and press Enter. The Applicant ID that you enter must have a
Contact.

4. Select a register and press Enter.

5. Select Contact Letter to be deleted and press Enter.

6. Type Y to confirm the deletion.

Display Responder

This application is used to display the applicants who have responded to your Contact.

1. From the U0160 H&T FIELD MENU, select CONTACT APPLICANT and press Enter; or use
PF1 shortcut to A0826, press Enter, and skip to Step 3.
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2. Select DISPLAY RESPONDER and press Enter.

3. At the Installation ID prompt, overtype Install ID to change if necessary. Press Enter.

4. Select a register and press Enter. If you select a register that does not have a Contact
generated, you will receive the message NO REQUESTED LETTERS ARE ON FILE FOR
REGISTER XXX.

5. Select Contact Letter to be displayed and press Enter.

6. A list of all applicants who have responded to your Contact are displayed with the following
information:

• Applicant ID

• Name

• Date of Response

7. Press Enter to return to the INSTALLATION ID prompt screen.

Display Non-Responder

This application is used to display the applicants who have not responded to your Contact.

1. From the U0160 H&T FIELD MENU, select CONTACT APPLICANT and press Enter; or use
PF1 shortcut to A0827, press Enter, and skip to Step 3.

2. Select DISPLAY NON-RESPONDER and press Enter.

3. At the Installation ID prompt, overtype Install ID to change if necessary. Press Enter.

4. Select a register and press Enter. If you select a register that does not have a Contact
generated, you will receive the message NO REQUESTED LETTERS ARE ON FILE FOR
REGISTER XXX.

5. Select Contact Letter and press Enter to see a list of all applicants who have not responded
to your Contact.

6. Press Enter to return to the INSTALLATION ID prompt screen.

Fail to Respond Applicant

Fail to Respond Applicant applies FTR status in mass to all applicants who failed to respond to
the contact letter, and it creates a control Report R0353 showing those applicants.

IMPORTANT: Before you use this application, request R0292 Print FTR Report and review it
carefully. Once you determine that all applicants remaining on that report should
be made FTR, you can use this application to accomplish that.

1. From the U0160 H&T FIELD MENU, select CONTACT APPLICANT and press Enter; or use
PF1 shortcut to R0353, press Enter, and skip to Step 3.

2. Select FAIL TO RESPOND APPL and press Enter.

3. At the Installation ID prompt, overtype Install ID to change if necessary. Press Enter.

4. Select a register and press Enter. If you select a register that does not have a Contact
generated, you will receive the message NO LETTER CURRENTLY ON FILE FOR
REGISTER XXX.

5. Select which type of letter you want to FTR the applicant.

6. Select Contact Letter to be updated and press Enter.
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7. On the REPORT ROUTING screen, enter your name, number of copies, and title line
(optional). Overtype the Route To Installation if necessary. Then press Enter.

8. Type Y to update all non-responders or N to cancel your action, and press Enter.

You are returned to the INSTALLATION ID prompt screen with the success message REPORT
R0353 HAS BEEN SUBMITTED FOR PRINTING.

Applicants updated with FTR status through the Contact mass FTR process will be inactive
for that particular register. However, they will appear on Contact lists for other registers on
which they are active.

Print FTR Report

Print FTR Report creates a control Report R0292 showing those applicants who failed to respond
to your correspondence inquiring about their interest in employment. This report includes:

Administrative Office

Register Office

Register

Type of Contact Letter

Date Produced, Response Due Date

Score

Applicant ID

Applicant Name

1. From the U0160 H&T FIELD MENU, select CONTACT APPLICANT and press Enter; or use
PF1 shortcut to R0292, press Enter, and skip to Step 3.

2. Select PRINT FTR REPORT and press Enter.

3. At the Installation ID prompt, overtype Install ID to change if necessary. Press Enter.

4. Select a register and press Enter.

5. Select the order you want the applicants sorted in (alphabetical or by score). Press Enter.

6. Select the type of Contact letter that was requested and press Enter.

7. On the REPORT ROUTING screen, enter your name, number of copies, and title line
(optional). Overtype the Route To Installation if necessary. Then press Enter.

You are returned to the INSTALLATION ID prompt screen with success message REPORT
R0292 HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY SUBMITTED.

Record Response

This application is used to record an applicant’s response to your Contact.

1. From the U0160 H&T FIELD MENU, select CONTACT APPLICANT and press Enter; or use
PF1 shortcut to A0822, press Enter, and skip to Step 4.

2. Select FAIL TO RESPOND APPL and press Enter.

3. Select RECORD RESPONSE and press Enter.

4. Type the Applicant ID and press Enter.

5. Select a register and press Enter.
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6. Select Contact and press Enter.

7. On the UPDATE screen, indicate the date the applicant responded to the Contact and press
Enter. You will see the success message APPLICANT RESPONDED DATE HAS BEEN
SUCCESSFULLY RECORDED. You can also update the following: 

Address

Name

Date of birth

Register Status

Career Consideration Only

Telephone

Extend Eligibility

Veteran Preference

9 – CONVERT MANUAL REGISTER

This application is no longer used and is obsolete. It was used when H&T originated to convert
existing manual registers to the automated H&T system.

10 – DISPLAY REPORT REQUESTS

This application allows you to review report requests by three criteria: Installation, User ID, and
Report ID. Each added criteria narrows the number of report requests displayed. On the display
each request is listed with the following information: Report ID, Request Date, Request Time, and
User ID.

12 – EXAMINATION CENTER
EXAM CENTER

MENU

 1  DISPLAY EXAM CENTER
 2  DISPLAY LEAD OFFICE

The National Test Administration Center (NTAC) has maintenance responsibility for the
Examination Center Information in H&T. Within this application you can display exam center
address by either Administrative Installation ID or finance number, or display all.

15 – INSTALLATION CROSS REF

This application lets you look up the installation ID for an office when you know the finance
number, or you may look up the finance number if you know the installation ID.

18 – OCC CODE REQUIREMENT

This application will display the requirements for an occupation code that you enter. It lists
requirements such as the written examination, application form, and driving records. If you select
a specific requirement, the usage and effective dates are displayed.
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20 – RATING GUIDE

Although rating guide information is rarely used, it is available for display through this selection.

21 – STANDARD REGISTER

This selection displays the occupation codes and effective dates for a register you enter.

22 – TEST

This selection displays information about any test listed in Hiring and Testing. Enter the test
number to view information for that test. To see a list of tests, press Enter without updating the
test number. Not all tests listed have been implemented in the Hiring and Testing system.

26 – ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE

This application allows you to display or change your Administrative Office name and address.
This is the name and address that will print as the return address of applicant Notice of Rating
letters.

28 – CONVERT RGTR TO MEGA

This application changes a battery conventional register into the MEGA format. Preparation steps
for conversion are outlined in H&T Update 95:24. Application instructions are contained in H&T
Update 95:27.

http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/updates/hat/misc/ht9524.pdf
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/updates/hat/misc/ht9527.pdf
http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/updates/hat/misc/ht9527.pdf
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Reports

System-Generated Reports

The system generates a number of reports automatically almost every day, such as the Field
Error Report that identifies applicant load errors. Some reports are system-generated, but are
triggered by your action in a particular application. When you create a hiring worksheet, a printed
copy is automatically sent to the Administrative Office printer when batch processing attaches
names to your hiring worksheet.

Following is a list of system-generated reports and an explanation of why they are produced and
sent to your printer.

R0254 Hiring Worksheet including
Prescreen HWS Report

Create Hiring Worksheet batch processing produces these
reports. You can request a reprint of this report.

R0261 Canvassed Eligibles This report is produced when you complete both Create Canvass
and Notify Applicants processes. Labels for notifying applicants
are provided.

R0304 Restored Eligibility Status This report is produced when you have an applicant on a register
with status of ENU (Eligible – Not Available Until) and the
availability date is reached. The applicant’s ENU status is
removed and the score is reactivated.

R0305 Applicants Whose Eligibility
Was Extended to a ___ Year

This report is automatically produced when you extend an entire
register for an additional year. It indicates how many applicants
had their eligibility extended.

R0352 Contact Application
Miscellaneous Letter

This report is produced when the Contact application is used.

R0353 Contact Application Applicants
Failing to Respond

The Fail to Respond Appls option on the Contact Applicant menu
assigns an FTR status to applicants who were not updated with a
response. This report is automatically produced showing how
many applicants were on the contact, how many applicants
responded, and how many failed to respond. It does not list any
applicants. Execution of this application makes applicants
inactive.

R0379 Applicant Load Successful
Transactions

This report indicates those applicants who loaded successfully to
the database, usually from NTAC transmitting exam results.

PS Form 5912 Notice of Rating Letter Notice of Rating letters for applicants are automatically produced
when the scores load to the database. They are mailed directly to
the applicants from the IS/ASC in Eagan, MN.

R0380 Applicant Load Possible Lost
Consideration

This report lists those applicants who missed an opportunity to be
certified to a Hiring Worksheet when their eligible score did not
load promptly, because it was circulating on the Applicant Load
Error Report.

R0575 Approved AER/MEGA Plan This report is produced automatically when an AER/MEGA is
approved by NTAC. It prints at NTAC, HRIS-SS and the
Administrative Office field printer.

R0582 Applicant Mailing Labels Control
Report

This control report is produced when you request R0581
Applicant Mailing Labels.
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R0601 Subsequent Eligibility Letters This letter is generated for an applicant when a subsequent
eligibility from Applicant Load replaces an existing score on the
same register. The letter announces the termination of the
existing score. These letters print on the Administrative Office
printer and should be mailed to the applicants.

R0604 Change Administrative Office
For Register

This report is produced when an Administrative Office changes. It
shows the ID of the change requestor, the Administrative Office
and Register changed, and the new Administrative Office.

R0672 Merge Area Register Report This report is produced once when a merge request is
processed. It lists the applicants involved by ID, name, address,
score, and veteran preference. Other merge reports may be
requested to list the applicants in the merge area.

R0768 Control Report for Prescreen
Mailing Labels

This control report is produced when labels are ordered for a
prescreen list.

R0769 Applicant Load Field Error
Report

The Field Error Report is produced every day for Administrative
Offices that have errors circulating in the error file.

R0795 Finalist Address Reject Field
Error Report

This report is produced during Applicant Load processing to alert
you to applicants whose zip codes were changed or rejected by
the Finalist address standardization software. You may review
the addresses and make further corrections if necessary.

Reports with Labels

A number of applications provide applicant mailing labels with delivery point bar coding. These
labels meet the Postal Service addressing standards. Labels print here in Eagan on the high
speed printers, usually once or twice each day. Often we do not receive the labels until the day
after you request them. We mail them to you via Priority Mail. Since we do not have a Post Office
on-site, we can no longer mail labels using Express Mail.

In some cases you can route labels directly to your local printer. Some adjustments are
necessary on your printer. Information Services in your office can assist you in establishing the
necessary capability for your printer. Customer Support in Raleigh can provide guidance.

Once your printer can accept labels, complete the HRIS Printer Request Form found on the
HRIS web site: http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/forms/printer.pdf. Fax or mail this form to us. We
will update the system so that you can route labels directly to your printer. Most sites print the
labels on plain paper and then photocopy them onto label stock.

Labels produced by batch processing cannot be routed directly to your printer. These are the
applications that produce labels using batch processing:

Labels produced by batch jobs: Menu Item Labels Label Reprint
Requests

R0261 Notify Applicants (Canvass) Canvass #6 R0932 R0786

R0282 ID Vets Pref Ltr Veterans Preference #3 R0361 Not available

A0829 Create Casual Hiring List Casual Hiring List #2 R0894 R0294

R0352 Contact Group Contact Applicant #1 R0905 Not available

A1258 Create LSM/FSM Pre-hire LSM/FSM Pre-hire #5 R0897 R0548

A1569 Create Transitional Hiring List Transitional Hiring List #4 R0900 R0810

http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/forms/printer.pdf
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A1493 Create Prescreen Prescreening #1 R0904 R0768

A1682 Contact Group
(Transitional Contact)

Transitional Hiring List #4 R0921 Not available

Additional applications that allow you to direct labels to your local printer include:

Application Name Rpt # Menu Item

Print HWS Labels R0898 Hiring Worksheet #11

Print Duplicate Labels – Canvass R0786 Canvass #9

Pre-hire – Mark Up and Data Conversion Opr R0307 Field #19

Print Appls Address Labels R0581 Local Register #15

Request Labels – Merge Area R0765 Merge #7

Print Labels – Prescreen R0768 Prescreening #8

Print – Transitional Hiring List R0810 Transitional Hiring List #4

Print – Casual Hiring List R0294 Casual Hiring List #4

Reports by Report ID

R0239 Local Registers by Administering Office

This report lists all registers or one specific register for the administrative office. Shows the
Administering Office and the Exam Center name and address, and the date the register was
implemented. This report is sorted by lead office, and member offices, if any, are listed. A count
of active applicants on the register by each member office is included.

To request:

• Select REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select R0239 from the U0182 MAINTAIN REGISTER MENU

 

R0240 AER Plans by Administering Office

 This report lists all existing plans for proposed or approved AERs or MEGA registers that have
not been implemented.

 To request:

• Select PLAN from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT PLAN REPORT from the U0227 PLAN MENU
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R0247 Hiring Worksheet Log by Lead Register Office

 This report lists all hiring worksheets that are open, closed, or extended by Lead or Member
Office within the specified time interval.

 To request:

• Select HIRING WORKSHEET from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT HWS MGMT REPORTS from the U0203 HIRING WORKSHEET MENU

• Select LOG FOR LEAD from the U0392 PRINT HIRING WORKSHEET MANAGEMENT
REPORTS MENU

 

R0251 Hiring Worksheet Log by Admin Office

 This report lists all hiring worksheets that are open, closed or extended for an Administrative
office within the specified time interval.

 To request:

• Select HIRING WORKSHEET from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT HWS MGMT REPORTS from the U0203 HIRING WORKSHEET MENU

• Select LOG FOR ADMIN from the U0392 PRINT HIRING WORKSHEET MANAGEMENT
REPORTS MENU

 

R0254 Hiring Worksheet

 A copy of the hiring worksheet is automatically routed to the Administrative Office printer when
names are attached to the hiring worksheet by the twice-daily batch program. Use Print Hiring
Worksheet to request additional copies.

 To request prints:

• Select HIRING WORKSHEET from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT HWS from the U0203 HIRING WORKSHEET MENU

R0255 Call-In Notice

Requests to print Call-In Notices must be made after the applicants are attached to the hiring
worksheet by the twice-daily batch program. You may request up to two copies of the set of Call-
In Notices.

To request prints:

• Select CALL-IN NOTICE from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT from the U0204 CALL-IN NOTICE MENU
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R0258 Canvassed Eligibles

 This report is requested by lead office Installation ID after applicants are attached to the canvass.
You may request all applicants, those who accepted, those who declined, or those who did not
respond. You may request the report to be sorted in either alpha or score order.

 To request:

• Select CANVASS from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT CANVASSED ELIG from the U0263 CANVASS MAIN MENU

 

R0259 Administrative Office Canvass History

 This report provides information on all the canvasses for a specific administrative office by
gaining office. It includes canvass numbers, high and low score on list, and date requested. It
totals the number of applicants who were contacted, accepted, rejected, or failed to respond to
the contact. The report is sorted by lead office installation ID and register number.

 To request:

• Select CANVASS from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT PRIOR CANVASS from the U0263 CANVASS MAIN MENU

 

R0261 Canvassed Eligibles

 This report is automatically produced by the Canvass Notify Applicants application and cannot
be requested.

 

R0282 Unadjudicated Veterans Preference Report

 This report identifies CPS/CP/XP/TP veterans who are not adjudicated. Selection criteria include:
type of preference, number of applicants, return address where the proof should be returned,
response due date, labels or labels and report, and alpha or score order option. The report lists
applicant ID, name, address, filing status, score, preference, date proof was requested, and date
proof is due.

 Although information is collected in the selection criteria, Veteran Preference letters were never
developed and are not produced by the system. This application provides labels only or labels
and report. Labels cannot be reprinted or routed to your local printer.

 To request:

• Select VETERANS PREFERENCE from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select R0282 ID VETS PREF LTR from the U0216 MAINTAIN VETERANS PREFERENCE
MENU
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R0283 Veterans Preference Report

 This report lists veterans and their current adjudication status according to the report criteria
selected. The report includes applicant information, filing status, adjudication date and the "proof
good until" date if available.

 To request:

• Select VETERANS PREFERENCE from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select R0283 ID VETS PREF RPT from the U0216 MAINTAIN VETERANS PREFERENCE
MENU

R0284 Percentage of Women and Minorities on Register

 This report indicates the percentage of women and minorities on the register as reported by the
applicants who completed the optional survey at the exam. Totals show the number of applicants
for each protected group and the number of applicants who chose not to complete the survey. If
the register is an AER or MEGA, you may request the report for all member offices or only one.

 To request:

• Select LOCAL REGISTER from the U0160 Field Menu

• Select PRINT MINORITIES ON REG from the U0215 Local Register Menu

 

R0286 Expiring Eligibilities

 This report identifies total number of applicants remaining on a register after the date indicated.
You can enter up to three future dates per report. Only applicants with register status ETS
(Eligible Test Score) are counted for this report. For the 265 Data Conversion Operator or 396
Mark Up registers, only applicants who passed the typing test will be reported. Use R0735
Requirements Taken to determine how many applicants with PEN (pending) status are on either
of these registers.

 To request:

• Select LOCAL REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT EXPIRATION REPORT from the U0215 LOCAL REGISTER MENU

 or

• Select APPLICANT from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT EXPIRATION REPORT from the U0202 MAINTAIN APPLICANT MENU

 

R0292 Applicants Failing to Respond Letters

 This report identifies applicants who were updated as failing to respond to a contact letter.
Included are names and scores.

 To request:

• Select CONTACT APPLICANT from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT FTR REPORT from the U0262 CONTACT APPLICANT MENU
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R0294 Casual Hiring List

 This report is automatically produced when applicants are attached to the Casual Hiring List you
created. A subsequent print may be requested anytime after the applicants are attached.

 To request prints:

• Select CASUAL HIRING LIST from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT from the U0214 CASUAL HIRING LIST MENU

 

R0304 Restored Eligibility Status

 This report is automatically produced when applicants with ENU status reach their availability
date. Applicants’ ENU status is removed and they are reactivated. This report cannot be
requested.

 

R0305 Applicants Whose Eligibility Was Extended

 This report is automatically produced when your request to extend a register is processed
overnight. It shows the total number of applicants extended and the number of times the register
has been extended. This report cannot be requested.

 

R0307 Pre-Hire List (396 Mark-Up, 265 Data Conversion Operator)

 This report lists applicants in score order who have PEN (pending) register status. These are
applicants who have not taken the typing test. You indicate the number of applicants you need
and whether you want labels. The report is not maintained in the system.

 To request prints:

• Select PRE-HIRE LIST from the U0160 FIELD MENU

 

R0337 Veterans Preference Statistics

 This report lists the number of applicants with the high and low score for each preference
category (CPS, CP, XP, TP).

 To request:

• Select VETERANS PREFERENCE from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select R0337 VETS PREF STATS from the U0216 MAINTAIN VETERANS PREFERENCE
MENU
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R0339 Applicant Unavailable Report

 This report identifies all the applicants with ENU status for a specific hiring worksheet.

 To request:

• Select HIRING WORKSHEET from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT NOT AVAILABLE RPT from the U0203 HIRING WORKSHEET MENU

 

R0351 Canvassing Statistics

 This report lists canvasses for a specific installation and register. It includes how many applicants
were contacted and how many accepted or rejected the canvass opportunity, or gave no
response. The report also provides the highest score of the applicants contacted and the lowest
score of the applicants who accepted.

 To request:

• Select CANVASS from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT CANVASS STATS from the U0263 CANVASS MAIN MENU

 

R0352 Miscellaneous Letter (Contact Applicant)

 This report is produced when the CONTACT GROUP application is used. Labels (R0905) are
produced with this report. It includes the applicant ID, name and score.

 

R0353 Applicants Failing to Respond to Letter (Contact)

 This report is automatically produced when option FAIL TO RESPOND APPLICANTS is used
from the CONTACT APPLICANT MENU. The report indicates how many applicants were on the
contact, number of applicants that responded, and the number that failed to respond. It does not
list any applicant data (for example, name or score). Once this report is received, a duplicate
report cannot be requested.

 

R0361 Veterans Preference Labels

 This report is produced when the label option is selected when requesting R0282 Unadjudicated
Veterans Preference Report. These labels cannot be reprinted or routed to your local printer.

 To request:

• Select VETERANS PREFERENCE from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select R0282 ID VETS PREF LTR from the U0216 MAINTAIN VETERANS PREFERENCE
MENU
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R0379 Applicant Load Successful Transactions (also produces Notices of Rating mailed to
applicants)

 This report identifies those applicants that loaded successfully to the database, usually from
NTAC transmitting eligibilities. When applicants load, Notice of Rating Letters are automatically
produced. HRIS Support Services can assist you if you need another copy of this report.

 Report R0379 automatically prints once Applicant Load processing is complete. This report
cannot be requested by a field user but can be obtained from HRIS Support Services by
entering an assistance request. Provide the date, installation ID, and register number.

 

R0380 Applicant Load Possible Lost Consideration

 This report lists those applicants in the error file who would have been on a hiring worksheet if
their data were not recirculating. This report is automatically produced after applicant load
processing is complete and cannot be requested.

 

R0399 Applicants with Similar Names

 This report identifies applicants on a register with the same last name and similar first names and
includes applicant information. This report can be very helpful in identifying applicants who have
an incorrect applicant ID and are on the database with both the correct and incorrect IDs.

 To request:

• Select LOCAL REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT DUPLICATE APPS from the U0215 LOCAL REGISTER MENU

 

R0400 Alphabetical List of Register Applicants

 This report lists all applicants in alphabetical order for a specific register. It includes name, ID,
score, member and prescreen category status. After testing is complete, all errors are resolved,
and all scores are loaded, request this report for each register newly populated. This report is
your only cross-reference between name and applicant ID.

 To request:

• Select LOCAL REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT APPS ALPHABETICAL from the U0215 LOCAL REGISTER MENU
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R0442 Passing Applicants on a Register

 This report lists eligible applicants currently on a register in the active area of the database.
Applicants are listed in score order without regard to current standing. It includes applicant ID,
name, address, DOB, basic and final scores, veteran preference, parts failed, member offices if
any, tie breakers, register status, veteran preference adjudication with "proof good until" date,
date of exam, NTAC mailed date, entered on register date, and filing status.

 The report can be requested for all applicants, applicants within a score range, or applicant group
starting with high score.

  To request:

• Select LOCAL REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT APPS SCORE ORDER from the U0215 LOCAL REGISTER MENU

 

R0521 Applicants on a Register by Member Office

 This report lists applicants based on requested criteria in ranking order on the register. It includes
information found on Report R0442 as well as prescreen information, expiration date, and
member status.

 The request criteria includes options of:

• Active, inactive, ineligible, or all applicants.

• All applicants, applicants within a score range, or applicants in score order by ranking number
(within a specified range).

• An optional range of dates by eligibility expiration date.

For AERs and MEGAs the report may be requested for one specific member or all member
offices.

 Markup Clerk and Data Conversion Operator have a register status of PEN (pending) instead of
ETS (eligible test score) if typing requirement has not been met.

 To request:

• Select LOCAL REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT STANDING OF APPLS from the U0215 LOCAL REGISTER MENU

  or

• Select APPLICANT from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT STANDING OF APPLS from the U0202 MAINTAIN APPLICANT MENU
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R0548 Pre-Hire List (LSM/FSM)

 This report is produced automatically when a LSM/FSM pre-hire list is created. A print may also
be requested once the applicants have been attached to the list. It prints in score order and
includes information regarding veterans preference adjudication, applicant name, ID, and
beginning/ending statuses. It also includes open date (and close date if any). The optional labels
can be routed to your local printer.

 To request prints:

• Select LSM/FSM PRE-HIRE LIST from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT from the U0298 MAINTAIN LSM/FSM PRE-HIRE LIST MENU

 

R0575 Approved AER/MEGA Plan

 This report is produced when an AER/MEGA plan is approved. A copy prints at NTAC, HRIS-SS,
and the administrative office printer and cannot be requested.

 

R0581 Applicant Mailing Labels

 This report produces labels with applicant names, addresses, and bar codes. If you request
Labels and Report or Report only, the R0582 control report is produced. It includes the
applicant name, ID, score, Veterans Preference, and date of birth. The labels can be routed to
your local printer.

 To request prints:

• Select LOCAL REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select APPLS ADDRESS LABELS from the U0215 LOCAL REGISTER MENU

 

R0582 Applicant Mailing Labels Control Report

 This is the control report received when applicant mailing labels (R0581) are requested and you
select the Report or Labels and Report option.

 

R0588 Status Code on Register Report

 This report allows you to enter any standard register status code and receive a report of all the
applicants with that status.

 Inactive applicants move to the inactive area when updated through Applicant Change.
Therefore these applicants’ data will not be reflected on this report.

 To request:

• Select LOCAL REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT STAT CODE ON RGTR from the U0215 LOCAL REGISTER MENU
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R0601 Register Eligibility Notice

 This letter is automatically generated when a subsequent eligibility loads for an applicant and
replaces the existing score. It cannot be requested. These letters print on the Administrative
Office printer and should be mailed to the applicants.

 

R0604 Change Admin Office for Registers

 This report is automatically produced when an administrative office changes. It indicates who
requested the change, the admin office that it was changed from and to, and the register
changes. This report cannot be requested.

 

R0613 Current Register Listing by Admin Office

 This report is similar to R0239. It provides information regarding the registers under an admin
office. It only indicates whether the register has applicants. It does not distinguish whether the
applicants are active or inactive.

 To request:

• Select REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select R0613 PRT REGISTER LISTING from the U0182 MAINTAIN REGISTER MENU

 

R0672 Merge Area Register Report

 This report prints automatically when a merge request is processed. It lists the applicants
involved by ID, name, address, score, and veterans preference. This report is produced only once
and cannot be requested.

 This report is similar to reports R0747 and R0748, which are available by online request.

 

R0735 Applicant Listing of Requirements Taken

 This report lists applicants for a specific requirement. Based on selected criteria, it may include
qualified, not qualified, or applicants who have not taken the pre-hire requirement. This report can
be requested in alpha or score order.

 To request:

• Select LOCAL REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT REQUIREMENT TAKEN from the U0215 LOCAL REGISTER MENU

 

R0747 Alphabetic – Merge Register Report

 This report lists applicants in alphabetical order who are in the merge area. It also shows the
member office choice(s) and status if the applicant has been updated with this information.

 To request:

• Select REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select MERGE REGISTER from the U0182 MAINTAIN REGISTER MENU

• Select REQUEST ALPHA REPORT from U0355 MERGE REGISTERS FIELD MENU
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R0748 Score Order – Merge Register Report

 This report lists applicants in score order who are in the merge area. It also shows the member
office choice(s) and status if the applicant has been updated with this information.

 To request:

• Select REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select MERGE REGISTER from the U0182 MAINTAIN REGISTER MENU

• Select REQUEST SCORE REPORT from U0355 MERGE REGISTERS FIELD MENU

 

R0765 Merge Area Labels Report

 This report provides labels for all applicants in the merge area for a particular installation ID. The
report includes applicant name, ID, address, and score. These labels can be routed to your local
printer if your printer has local label printing capability.

 To request:

• Select REGISTER from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select MERGE REGISTER from the U0182 MAINTAIN REGISTER MENU

• Select REQUEST LABELS from U0355 MERGE REGISTERS FIELD MENU

R0768 Applicant Mailing Labels (Prescreen) Control Report

This report is produced when you request labels for a prescreen list previously created. Selection
criteria include all categories, drug screen, employment history, or criminal conviction history.
Within these categories you may select all applicant groups or those initiated, not initiated,
qualified, or within 21 days of expiration. Labels are generated as report R0899 and can be
routed to your local printer if your printer has local label printing capability.

To request:

• Select PRESCREENING from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT LABELS from the U0362 H&T PRESCREENING LIST MENU

 

R0769 Field Error Report

 This report is automatically produced each day applicant load runs for administrative offices that
have errors circulating in the error file. This report cannot be requested by a field user but can
be obtained from HRIS Support Services by entering an assistance request. Provide the date,
installation ID, and register number.
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R0779 Prescreen Applicant Status Report

 This report lists prescreen applicant final rating, ID, name, drug screening, criminal conviction,
employment history, driving history, and date of birth.

 This report is similar to report R0784 / R0779, which is automatically produced by Create
Prescreen.

 To request:

• Select PRESCREENING from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT APPL STATUS RPT from the U0362 H&T PRESCREENING LIST MENU

 

R0780 Prescreen Category Report

 This report lists prescreen applicants based on the requested criteria in score order. It includes
the applicant final rating, ID, and name. Depending on the categories requested, you may receive
the status for drug screening, criminal conviction, and employment history.

 The request criteria includes options of (1) all applicants, (2) applicants whose prescreening has
not been initiated, (3) applicants whose prescreening has not been initiated but not completed, (4)
applicants who have qualified, (5) applicants whose qualified status is within 21 days of
expiration, or (6) applicants who are not qualified.

 The report may be requested for a specific member or all member offices.

 To request:

• Select PRESCREENING from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT CATEGORY REPORT from the U0362 H&T PRESCREENING LIST MENU

 

R0784/R0779 Prescreen Applicant Status Report

 This report is automatically produced when you request a prescreen list. It lists the applicant final
rating, ID, name, drug screening, criminal conviction, employment history, driving history, and
date of birth. This report cannot be requested.

 This report is similar to report R0779, which is available through an online request.

 

R0786 Canvassed Eligibles

 This report is provided when you select the Report or Labels and Report option. It includes the
applicant name, ID, score, veteran preference and address. Labels (R0901) are also available
through this request process and can be routed to your local printer if your printer has local label
printing capability.

 To request:

• Select CANVASS from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select REQUEST DUPLICATE LABELS from the U0263 CANVASS MAIN MENU
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R0795 Finalist Address Reject Field Error Report

 This report is automatically produced by the applicant load processing to alert you to applicants
whose zip codes are changed or rejected by the Finalist address standardization software, so you
may review the addresses for further correction if necessary. This report cannot be requested.

 

R0805 Update Initiated Status

 This report is automatically produced when you initiate prescreen statuses for an individual
applicant or all applicants within a prescreen category. The report includes the lead office,
register number, member office (if applicable), initiate date, total number of applicants on the list,
and total number of applicants initiated. This report cannot be requested.

 

R0807 Utilization Summary of Hiring Worksheets

 This report includes the number of hiring worksheets terminated, number closed without
selection, total hiring worksheets not used, number closed with selection, and total number of
hiring worksheets for the time interval specified. This report can be requested for the
administrative office, lead/register office, lead/register type, or lead/register member for the date
interval specified.

 To request:

• Select HIRING WORKSHEET from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT HWS MGMT REPORTS from the U0203 HIRING WORKSHEET MENU

• Select UTILIZATION SUMMARY from the U0392 PRINT HIRING WORKSHEET
MANAGEMENT REPORTS

 

R0808 Hiring Worksheet Duration Summary

 This report includes the number of hiring worksheets open for 31 or fewer days, number of hiring
worksheets open between 32 and 61 days, and number of hiring worksheets open 62 or more
days. The report lists hiring worksheets by register type, for the time interval specified. Hiring
worksheet numbers, issue dates, close dates, and days open are also included for the hiring
worksheets open the fewest and greatest number of days. This report can be requested for the
administrative office, lead/register office, lead/register type, or lead/register member for the date
interval specified.

 To request:

• Select HIRING WORKSHEET from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT HWS MGMT REPORTS from the U0203 HIRING WORKSHEET MENU

• Select DURATION SUMMARY from the U0392 PRINT HIRING WORKSHEET
MANAGEMENT REPORTS
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R0810 Transitional Hiring List

 This report is produced when a transitional hiring list is created. A print may be requested anytime
after the applicants are attached. Labels (R0900) also accompany this report. Reprints of the
labels can be routed to your local printer if your printer has local label printing capability.

 To request prints:

• Select TRANSITIONAL HIRE LIST from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT from the U0391 TRANSITIONAL HIRING LIST MENU

 

R0811 Hiring Worksheet Applicant Disposition History

 This report includes the number of hiring worksheets issued, with the following information
grouped by status code: number of applicants not available, applicants not qualified, applicants
not selected, applicants not reached, and applicants selected, for the time interval specified. The
hiring worksheet numbers, issue dates, close dates, and days opened are also included for the
hiring worksheets opened the fewest and greatest number of days. This report can be requested
for the administrative office, lead/register office, lead/register type, or lead/register member for the
date interval specified.

 To request:

• Select HIRING WORKSHEET from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT HWS MGMT REPORTS from the U0203 HIRING WORKSHEET MENU

• Select APPL DISPOSITION HISTORY from the U0392 PRINT HIRING WORKSHEET
MANAGEMENT REPORTS MENU

R0812 Over Certification of Applicants on HWS Summary

 This report lists information for hiring worksheets that have numerous applicants with NS-0
status. This report includes the lead installation ID, register number, hiring worksheet number,
type of register, issue and close dates, number of vacancies, number of selections made on the
hiring worksheet and number of NS-0 applicants for the time interval specified. It can be
requested for the administrative office, lead/register office, lead/register type, or lead/register
member for the date interval specified.

 To request:

• Select HIRING WORKSHEET from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT HWS MGMT REPORTS from the U0203 HIRING WORKSHEET MENU

• Select OVER CERTIFICATION from the U0392 PRINT HIRING WORKSHEET
MANAGEMENT REPORTS MENU
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R0870 Summary Report (Transitional Contact)

 This report lists the total number of applicants contacted for a specific transitional contact letter
and provides number of interested applicants and number who failed to respond.

 To request:

• Select CONTACT APPLICANT from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select TRANSITIONAL CONTACT from the U0262 CONTACT APPLICANT MENU

• Select PRINT SUMMARY REPORT from the U0483 TRANSITIONAL CONTACT MENU

R0894 Labels (Casual Hiring List)

 These labels are produced automatically when a casual hiring list is created and also when you
request Report R0294, Casual Hiring List and select either Labels or Labels and Report.
Reprints of the labels can be routed to your local printer if your printer has local label printing
capability.

R0895 Labels Pre-Hire (Mark-Up Clerk, Data Conversion Operator)

 These labels are produced automatically when a pre-hire list for Mark-up Clerk or Data
Conversion Operator is created and is accompanied by Report R0307, Pre-hire List. The labels
can be routed to your local printer if your printer has local label printing capability. The list and
labels cannot be reprinted.

 

R0897 Labels Pre-Hire (LSM/FSM)

 These labels are produced automatically when a LSM/FSM pre-hire list is created and when you
request Report R0548 LSM/FSM Pre-hire List and select either Labels or Labels and Report.
Reprints of the labels can be routed to your local printer if your printer has local label printing
capability.

 

R0898 Labels (Hiring Worksheet)

 These labels can be requested after names are attached to a hiring worksheet (R0254). These
labels can be routed to your local printer if your printer has local label printing capability.

 To request prints:

• Select HIRING WORKSHEET from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT HIRING WORKSHEET LABELS from the U0203 HIRING WORKSHEET
MENU

 

R0899 Labels (Prescreen)

 These labels can be requested after a prescreen list has been created. A prescreen control report
(R0768) is also produced along with the labels. A maximum of two sets of labels can be
requested at a time. These labels can be routed to your local printer if your printer has local label
printing capability.
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R0900 Labels (Transitional Hiring List)

 These labels are automatically produced when a Transitional Hiring List (R0810) is created. You
can reprint these by selecting the Labels or Labels and Report options when you request a print
of a Transitional Hiring List. Reprints of the labels can be routed to your local printer if your printer
has local label printing capability.

 

R0901 Labels (Canvass)

 These labels are automatically produced when a duplicate set of Canvass labels (R0786) is
requested and you select the Labels or Labels and Report option.

 

R0904 Labels (Prescreen Applicant Status)

 These labels are produced automatically when a Prescreen List (R0784/R0779) is created and
cannot be requested. However, you can request Prescreen labels using R0768.

 

R0905 Applicant Mailing Labels

 These labels are produced automatically when a Miscellaneous Contact List (R0352) is created
and cannot be requested.

 

R0911 Transitional Contact

 This report is automatically produced when a transitional contact list is created and cannot be
requested. It contains the Administrative Office, Lead Office, and Register along with the
applicant ID, name, and address.

 

R0912 Transitional Contact (Applicants Failing to Respond)

 This report is automatically produced when you update applicants that Failed to Respond to a
Transitional Contact List via the Transitional Contact Update Did Not Respond Menu (A1692) and
cannot be requested.

 

R0921 Labels (Transitional Contact)

 These labels are automatically produced when a transitional contact list (R0911) is created and
cannot be requested.

 

R0930 Extended Register Report

 This report is produced automatically when you extend your registers online and cannot be
requested.
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R0944 Exam Announcement Activity Report

 This report lists exam announcement activity for the requested ranking exam and administrative
office indicated. The report includes the administrative installation ID, lead ID, register, ranking
test, and opening and closing dates, occ code, position title, rate schedule code, and level. It can
be requested for an individual ranking exam or ‘ALL’.

 To request:

• Select EXAM ANNOUNCEMENT from the U0160 FIELD MENU

• Select PRINT EXAM ANNOUNCE from the U0194 EXAM ANNOUNCEMENT MENU
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Appendix A: Status Codes

Active and Inactive Status Codes

Register Level Status Codes

ITS Ineligible Test Score Inactive

PEN Pending Active

REA Reactivated Applicant Active

ETS Eligible Test Score Active

EXP Expired Applicant Inactive

Applicants with Ineligible Test Scores (ITS) and expired applicants (EXP) remain on the active
database for 90 days, at which time they are moved to the inactive database area by nightly
batch processing.

For the 265 Data Conversion Operator and 396 Automated Markup Clerk registers, applicants
have a PEN, pending register status and will not come to a hiring worksheet until they qualify on
the typing requirement. Once qualified, the register status changes from PEN to ETS. The Enter
on Register date is updated to the date of qualification, and the applicant begins their two-year
period of eligibility.

Member Level Status Codes

CCE Current Career Employee Inactive

CRR Communication Returned – Other Register Inactive

CRU Communication Returned Unopened Inactive

DNR Did Not Request Retention Inactive

DRU Driving Record Unsatisfactory
(active status except for Registers 390, 391 and
393)

Active

DRU Driving Record Unsatisfactory
(for Registers 390, 391, and 393)

Inactive

DSI Declined After Selection – Keep Inactive Inactive

DSR Declined After Select Reactivate Active

FRR Failed to Respond – Other Register Inactive

FTR Failed to Respond* Inactive

IPH Incomplete Pre-hire Inactive

MAG Does Not Meet Minimum Age Requirement Inactive

MCS Medical Condition Permanent – After Selection Inactive

NAF Not Available Failed Inactive

NEP Nepotism Inactive

NPH Not Qualified – Pre-Hire List Inactive

NPR Not Qualified Pre-Hire – Other Register Inactive

NS1 Received 1 Consideration Active
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NS2 Received 2 Considerations Active

NS3 Received 3 Considerations** Inactive

NS0 Received No Considerations Active

NSX No Consideration Limit Active

OBJ Object Inactive

QPH Qualified Pre-hire Active

REA Reactivated Active

SEL Selected Inactive

SLR Selected – Other Register Inactive

SPH Selected for Pre-hire Training Active

TRO Transferred Out Inactive

WPH Waived Pre-hire Training Active

WPR Waived Pre-hire – Other Register Active

Availability Level Status Codes – Inactive

ENU Not Available Until a Given Date (not moved to
Inactive area)

Inactive

EPR Not Available – No Date Given Inactive

NAP Not Available Pending Resolution of Suitability Inactive

Prescreen Inactive Status Codes

FRP Failed to Respond to Prescreen Communication Inactive

OBJ Not Qualified on 1 or more Prescreen Categories Inactive

PRU Prescreen Communication Returned Unopened Inactive

*FTR status applied through the Mass FTR process in the CONTACT APPLICANT application
does not cause the applicant’s register records to move to the inactive area. Applicant is inactive
on the register even though the record does not move.

**NS3 on AER or MEGA registers will not move to the inactive area until the applicant is NS3 on
all member office choices for the Lead.

Applicant’s records will not move to the inactive area if the applicant is on an open hiring list for
the same register.

For example: An applicant has DNR status on a hiring worksheet but is also on an open Casual Hiring
List for the same lead/member office register. The applicant will be inactive in the future for that register
even though the record does not move.

If you want the register record to move to inactive database, once the list is closed, you may
apply an inactive register status and that night’s batch process will move the record.

There are 4 Register Status categories in H&T:

1. GENERAL AVAILABILITY

2. GENERAL SUITABILITY

3. MEDICAL SUITABILITY

4. VOLUNTARY REQUEST
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General Availability Codes

This is the selection menu for General Availability Codes:

CODE   GENERAL AVAILABILITY

 CCE CURRENT CAREER EMPLOYEE
 CRU COMMUNICATION RETURNED UNCLAIMED
 FTR FAILED TO REPLY TO OFFICIAL CORRESPOND.
 IPH INCOMPLETE PRE-HIRE
 NAP NOT AVAILABLE PEND. RES. OF SUITABILITY
 NEP NEPOTISM
 NSX NO CONSIDERATION LIMIT
 REA REACTIVATE
 TRO TRO

CCE – CURRENT CAREER EMPLOYEE

Policy provides that an applicant selected from a register for a career position is placed in the
inactive file. When you permanently close a HWS the system makes selectees inactive for other
jobs for the same lead register office from which selections are made. They are not made inactive
on other lead register offices for which they may have eligibility.

For applicants actually appointed and working in a career position, you can use the CHANGE
ALL feature to give the employee CCE status on all registers for which they have active eligibility
and are maintained by your administrative office. An exception is made for Rural Carrier
Associate register. Use CCE to indicate current employment even though it is not career
employment.

CRU – COMMUNICATION RETURNED UNCLAIMED

Apply the CRU status using change all when mail is returned undeliverable. This status moves
the applicant to the inactive area. CHANGE ALL can be used in this case.

FTR – FAILED TO RESPOND

Apply FTR status when the applicant does not respond to written communication that indicates a
response is required. FTR also can be given on a hiring worksheet, LSM/FSM pre-hire list, or in
the Contact application. This status moves the applicant to the inactive area.

IPH – INCOMPLETE PRE-HIRE

Apply this status to an applicant who fails to complete dexterity training and is not granted a
waiver. Usually this will be on the pre-hire list, but if the applicant was given CIT Currently In
Training status and the pre-hire list was closed, use Applicant Change Register Status. This
status moves the applicant to the inactive area.

NEP – NEPOTISM

This status is used when the applicant is related to the selecting official and should be excluded
from consideration. It is usually applied on the hiring worksheet.
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NAP – NOT AVAILABLE PENDING RESOLUTION OF SUITABILITY

Examples of legitimate uses of NAP status are:

• Not meeting English requirement

• Pending criminal conviction which would render applicant unsuitable if convicted

• Dexterity applicant who failed to pass eye test

Non-receipt of military records, Official Personnel Folder, or other records is not a legitimate use
of NAP status.

NSX – NO CONSIDERATION LIMIT

You may need to apply this status to correct an error situation or to allow the selecting official to
extend additional employment consideration. Consistency in the use of this status code is
important and you may want to seek advice concerning local practice from your management.
Also see 265.823 of Handbook EL-311. If you determine an applicant is entitled to additional
consideration, you may apply the NSX status to the register/member of the HWS. Do not use the
CHANGE ALL feature when applying NSX.

NSX will give an applicant 3 additional considerations on the next HWS. However, if
not selected, the applicant will not move to the inactive area. Since NSX is “no
consideration limit,” the applicant will continue to be certified to hiring worksheets.
Therefore you will need to manually track the additional consideration(s) given
applicants via NSX, and if not selected, terminate their additional consideration. You
can do this by giving the applicant EPR Status, NOT AVAILABLE NO DATE GIVEN,
which will move them to the inactive area. Examples of use of NSX can be found in
the H&T Frequently Asked Questions on the postal intranet.

REA – REACTIVATE

Reactivate status is used to change a previously applied inactive status. The system also applies
Reactivate status to applicants who are reactivated from the inactive area. Both the General
Availability and Voluntary Request selections offer REA. Only the General Availability selection
will reactivate availability status codes like ENU, EPR or NAP.

TRO – TRANSFERRED OUT

When an applicant transfers eligibility, the losing office screen prints the applicant’s profile
information and sends the prints to the gaining office. The losing office then gives the applicant
TRO status that moves the applicant’s eligibility to the inactive area. The gaining office will use
ADD APPLICANT to place the applicant on their register. For battery conventional or MEGA, all
registers must be transferred to the gaining installation. The eligibility should not be split between
two lead offices.

http://blue.usps.gov/hrisp/hris/faqs/hat/welcome.htm
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General Suitability Codes

This is the selection menu for General Suitability Codes:

CODE GENERAL SUITABILITY

 1 DRU DRIVING REC UNSAT.- ACT NON DRIV. POS.
 2 OBJ OBJECT

DRU – DRIVING RECORD UNSATISFACTORY

An applicant found not qualified for driving would usually have this updated in the PRESCREEN
application. If the applicant is on a hiring worksheet, the DRU can be applied using the ENTER
STATUS TO EXCLUDE FROM SELECTION function of CLOSE HIRING WORKSHEET. It is not
likely that you will have occasion to use DRU General Suitability Code in CHANGE APPLICANT.
It is preferable to update the driving history element in CHANGE APPLICANT > PRESCREEN.

DRU applied through CHANGE APPLICANT moves the records to the inactive area
immediately for registers that require driving. DRU applied through PRESCREEN or
HIRING WORKSHEET moves the records through a nightly batch process.

OBJ – OBJECT

When you use the PRESCREEN application, failure to qualify in one or more categories will
establish Prescreen OBJ status to all registers for an applicant within your administrative office.
(Exception: Applicants found not qualified for driving will have OBJ status only for registers that
require driving.) Within CHANGE APPLICANT REGISTER STATUS, you may apply OBJ to one
or more registers, or use the CHANGE ALL feature to apply to all.

Applying OBJ status to applicants with veteran preference may entitle them to certain appeal
rights. Information regarding this can be found in Employee Relations’ Self Instructional Modules.

OBJ status applied through CHANGE APPLICANT moves the records to the inactive
area immediately unless they're on an open hiring worksheet. OBJ applied through
PRESCREEN or HIRING WORKSHEET moves the records through the nightly batch
process.
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Medical Suitability Codes

This is the selection menu for Medical Suitability Codes:

CODE MEDICAL SUITABILITY    

 1 MCS MEDICAL CONDITION - PERM. (AFTER SELEC.)

MCS – MEDICAL CONDITION – PERMANENT (AFTER SELECTION)

MCS is a status that can only be applied after an applicant is selected. It does not migrate to
other offices within the AER or MEGA. The system edits for a status of SEL or SLR before
allowing the status to be applied. If the applicant records have been moved to the inactive area,
reactivation of the SEL or SLR record will apply DSR status, DECLINED AFTER SELECTION-
REACTIVATE. You may then apply the MCS, which will overlay the DSR, and the record will
move back to the inactive area.

Voluntary Request Codes

This is the selection menu for Voluntary Request Codes:

 CODE VOLUNTARY REQUEST

 1 DNR DECLINED - DID NOT REQUEST RETENTION

 2 DSI DECLINED AFTER SELECTION - KEEP INACTIVE

 3 DSR DECLINED AFTER SELECTION - REACTIVATE

 4 ENU ELIGIBLE - NOT AVAILABLE UNTIL

 5 EPR NOT AVAILABLE - NO DATE GIVEN

 6 REA REACTIVATE

 7 TRO TRANSFERRED OUT

 8 WPH WAIVERED PRE-HIRE

DNR – DECLINED – DID NOT REQUEST RETENTION

The applicant has declined consideration and does not want to be retained on the register or on a
particular member of an AER or MEGA. Applying this status code will move the applicant’s
register record to the inactive area of the database. (If the register is AER or MEGA, the
applicant's register record will only be moved to the inactive area if the status code is applied to
all members. The CHANGE ALL option should not be used unless the applicant has indicated no
interest in all members.)

DSI – DECLINED AFTER SELECTION – KEEP INACTIVE

A selected applicant has declined the position and does not want to be retained on the register.
This status can be applied only if the applicant currently has a SEL or SLR register status. The
system edits to be sure the applicant was selected. Applying this status will move the applicant
record to the inactive area; however, the status of SEL or SLR from a hiring worksheet will move
the applicant records to the inactive area with the nightly batch process. This means the
timeframe for applying this status is after the hiring worksheet is closed and before the nightly
batch process.

If the applicant's data has moved to the inactive area, do not reactivate. Keep documentation in
your files explaining the situation.
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DSR – DECLINED AFTER SELECTION – REACTIVATE

A selected applicant has declined the position but wants to remain active on the register. This
status can be applied only if the applicant currently has a SEL or SLR register status. The system
edits to be sure the applicant was selected. The SEL status from a hiring worksheet will move the
applicant records to the inactive area with the nightly batch process. This means the timeframe
for applying DSR status through CHANGE APPLICANT is only right after the hiring worksheet is
closed and before the nightly batch process. The applicant who wants to return to active status
should be reactivated using REACTIVATE INACTIVE APPLICANT. This process will apply the
DSR status. Any register given the SLR status as a result of an SEL should also be given the
DSR status either by CHANGE APPLICANT or by REACTIVATE INACTIVE APPLICANT.

ENU – ELIGIBLE – NOT AVAILABLE UNTIL

This status is used when an applicant indicates they are not available until a certain date. This
inactive status does not move the applicant records to the inactive area of the database. The
applicant remains on the active database, and when the not available until date arrives, a batch
program restores their eligibility to an active status. The system routes Report R0304, Restored
Eligibility Status Report, to the Administrative Office printer when an applicant is restored. This
report lists the applicants for your information.

EPR – NOT AVAILABLE – NO DATE GIVEN

This status is applied when an applicant indicates they are no longer available for the particular
register. The applicant’s register records are moved to the inactive area of the database when
this status is applied.

REA – REACTIVATE

Reactivate status is used to change a previously applied inactive status. The system also applies
Reactivate status to applicants who are reactivated from the inactive area (except for SEL or SLR
status applicants who have a DNR status applied when reactivated). This REA will not clear an
inactive availability status such as ENU or NAP. Use the REA under General Availability to clear
inactive availability codes.

TRO – TRANSFERRED OUT

When an applicant transfers eligibility, the losing office screen prints the applicant’s profile
information and sends the prints to the gaining office. The losing office then gives the applicant
TRO status that moves the applicant’s eligibility in the losing office to the inactive area. The
gaining office will use ADD APPLICANT to place the applicant on their register. Be sure to apply
this status to all registers transferred (conventional, battery conventional, AER, MEGA).

WPH – WAIVERED PRE-HIRE

The applicant has provided satisfactory reasons for not completing the dexterity training after it
has begun. The field site waives the requirement to complete within 30 days. The applicant
remains active and gets one more attempt to pass the dexterity training.
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Appendix B - Notice of Rating Letters

Samples:

XXXX CUST SVC DISTRICT
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
US POSTAL SERVICE
123 SAMPLE ST
CITY   ST  00000-0000

NOTICE OF RATING
ELIGIBLE

Date Issued: July 20, 2000
KEEP THIS OFFICIAL RECORD

FRED Z SMITH
2000 SAMPLE ST
CITY   ST  00000-0000

This is a record of your participation in the following examination:

RURAL CARRIER

Date of Examination:  07-10-2000
Type of Examination:  Entrance
Installation:  XXXXXX POST OFFICE
Applicant ID:  000-00-0000
Date of Birth:  01-01-60
Offices Selected: 01 XXXXX POST OFFICE

02 XXXXXXX POST OFFICE
08 XXXX POST OFFICE

Basic Rating:  85.90
Veteran Points:  Not Applicable
Final Rating:  85.90
Entered on Register:  07-19-2000
Expiration Date:  07-19-2002
Register:
        RURAL CARRIER

Your name is now on the register for the installation or office(s) shown on this notice.

If claiming veteran preference, you must present proof of preference when requested by the
appointing officer.

If you wish to extend your eligibility on the register for a third year, you may write the examination
center after 1-20-2002 but before 7-19-2002 to do so.

It is your responsibility to direct any inquiries, changes, or corrections, in writing, to the examination
center identified at the top of this notice. Failure to keep the examination center informed of any
changes or failure to respond to official correspondence, could jeopardize your position on the
register.

Please include the following information when corresponding with the examination center:

Applicant Name:  FRED Z SMITH
Examination Center:  XXXX CUST SVC DISTRICT
Installation: XXXXXX POST OFFICE

Applicant ID:  000-00-0000
Register:  RURAL CARRIER

PS FORM 5912-D, AUG 1995
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XXXX CUST SVC DISTRICT
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
US POSTAL SERVICE
123 SAMPLE ST
CITY   ST  00000-0000

NOTICE OF RATING
INELIGIBLE

Date Issued: July 20, 2000
KEEP THIS OFFICIAL RECORD

FRED Z SMITH
2000 SAMPLE ST
CITY   ST  00000-0000

This is a record of your participation in the following examination:

MAIL HANDLER

Date of Examination:  07-10-2000
Type of Examination:  Entrance
Installation:  XXXXXX POST OFFICE
Applicant ID:  000-00-0000
Date of Birth:  01-01-60
Offices Selected: 01 XXXXX POST OFFICE

02 XXXXXXX POST OFFICE
08 XXXX POST OFFICE

Basic Rating:  Ineligible
Veteran Points:  Not Applicable
Final Rating:  Ineligible
Register:
        MAIL HANDLER

You received an ineligible rating for the entrance examination shown on this notice.

A rating of 70 must be attained before veteran preference points are allowed.
Scores below 70 are not reported.

PS FORM 5912-E, AUG 1995
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Appendix C - Error File Guidelines

Here is a list of the common errors found on the R0769 Error Report along with an explanation of
how to resolve the error.

NOTE: If the error is for Exam 470, the error must be corrected on both the 392 and 397
scores.

TRANS VET PREF NOT MATCH DB VETS PREF

An existing database score has a different veteran preference than the new exam in the error file.
Determine which preference is correct. Then:

• If the database preference is correct: Make the change in ERROR FILE>CHANGE.
Type the appropriate preference next to the score or space out the existing TP, XP, CP or
CPS.

• If the error file preference is correct: Use VETERANS PREFERENCE>CHANGE V.P.
ADJUDICATE. Adjudicate database preference to match error file preference. Database
scores of 0.0 can be adjudicated. Use ERROR FILE>CHANGE to set the Y indicator so the
error will process overnight.

CLAIMS TP - FILES AS REOPENED

Exams given on a delayed/reopened basis require the applicants to meet specific criteria. An
applicant must be entitled to ten point preference to file as “reopened” (see EL311 Section 241). If
the applicant is entitled to five points, either the filing status should have been “delayed,” or the
applicant applied on a false basis.

• If the filing status should be “delayed”: Correct the error by typing “1” over the “2” in
ERROR FILE>CHANGE. The error will process and load overnight.

• If the exam was taken on a false basis: It should be canceled. Use ERROR
FILE>DELETE. Make a screen print of the data presented, then type Y to delete. Notify the
applicant that the exam was canceled due to failure to qualify for delayed/reopened status.
Maintain the screen print as documentation.

CLAIMS CP,CPS,XP - FILES AS DELAYED

The applicant must meet certain conditions relating to the date of discharge to take the exam as
“delayed” (see EL311 Section 241). Applicants with ten point preference might not meet those
conditions. Research to determine if filing status is valid.

• If Delayed is not valid but Reopened is valid: Type “2” over the “1” filing status in ERROR
FILE>CHANGE. The error will process and load overnight.

• If the exam was taken on a false basis: Use ERROR FILE>DELETE. Make a screen print
of the data presented, then type Y to delete. Notify the applicant that the exam was canceled
due to failure to qualify for delayed/reopened status, and maintain the screen print as
documentation.
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SCORE < 70 - V P CLAIM DISREGARDED

 When an applicant who claims veteran preference fails the exam, the claim for preference is
dropped. This message notifies you that the applicant had claimed preference. This is a warning
message and not a fatal error. It will appear on the Error File only once.

 

ELIGIBILITY DISALLOWED - ALREADY HAS REOPEN STATUS

Applicants are entitled to reopen an exam only one time based on veteran preference (see EL311
Section 241). Applicants who have an existing database score with a filing status of reopen
receive this error message when new exams try to load.

You should determine whether the new exam was taken in error. If so, cancel the exam using
ERROR FILE>DELETE. Make a screen print of the data presented, then type Y to delete. Notify
the applicant that the exam was canceled and maintain the screen print as documentation.

 

ELIGIBILITY DISALLOWED - DUPLICATE DELAYED FILING

Applicants are allowed to file as delayed only once. The new exam errors out with this message if
the existing database score has a delayed filing status.

Research to determine if the applicant was entitled to take this exam on a delayed basis. If not,
use ERROR FILE>DELETE. Make a screen print of the data presented, then type Y to delete.
Notify the applicant that the exam has been canceled and maintain the screen print as
documentation.

 EXCEPTION: TE TESTING

 Because of the TE Memoranda of Understanding, TE testing is done using
the delayed filing status. However, a TE with two scores can keep the
higher of the two. If the exam in the error file is a result of TE testing, please
follow these guidelines:

• If the score on the database is higher: Use ERROR
FILE>DELETE. Make a screen print of the data presented, then type
Y to delete. Notify the applicant and maintain the screen print as
documentation.

• If the score in the error file is higher: Move the existing scores to
the inactive area using CHANGE APPLICANT>REGISTER
STATUS>VOLUNTARY REQUEST>EPR. Then set the Y indicator in
the error file to load the new score. Use APPLICANT>REACTIVATE
INACTIVE to restore any registers that were not replaced by the new
scores, such as Carrier or Mailhandler.

 

ELIGIBILITY DISALLOWED - FILED REG ANNOUNCEMENT ON DATABASE

Applicants with existing regular announcement scores generally are not allowed to test on a
delayed basis. Determine which exam is valid.

• If the new exam is valid: Use APPLICANT>CHANGE>REGISTER STATUS>EPR to move
the existing score to the inactive area. Then set the Y indicator in the error file to allow the
exam to load.
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• If the new exam is invalid: Use ERROR FILE>DELETE. Make a screen print of the data
presented, then type Y to delete. Notify the applicant that the exam was canceled and
maintain the screen print as documentation.

 

ELIGIBILITY DISALLOWED - APPN HAS PRIOR ELIG FROM A LATER DATE

This error occurs when two exams are taken but the latest exam loads before the first exam is
processed. NTAC processes exams in the order they receive them rather than the order in which
they were given. You have to determine whether the applicant was entitled to take the second
exam.

If the exam taken first is the valid exam, the later exam should be canceled. Use ERROR
FILE>DELETE. Make a screen print of the data presented, then type Y to delete. Notify the
applicant that the exam was canceled and maintain the screen print as documentation.

If both exams were taken on the same day, there is no way to determine which was administered
first. Give the applicant the benefit of the doubt and keep the higher score.

 

DUPLICATE ELIGIBILITY

Duplicate eligibility means that an applicant has taken two exams since the last open exam
announcement. If many duplicate eligibility errors appear on the same day, it usually means that
you forgot to add your new exam announcement before you gave the exam. Add the
announcement and then set the Y indicator for each duplicate eligibility error.

Some duplicate eligibility messages are a result of TE testing or incorrect filing status. In these
cases, there will be no valid exam announcement between the two test dates. You must
determine why the second exam was administered and if it is valid.

• If the new exam is valid: Move the existing score to the inactive area using
APPLICANT>CHANGE>REGISTER STATUS>VOLUNTARY REQUEST>EPR.

• If the new exam is invalid: Use ERROR FILE>DELETE to cancel it. Make a screen print of
the data before typing Y to delete. Notify the applicant that the exam was canceled and why.

 

NAME MISMATCH

This error means that the applicant did not enter the name information on the answer sheet
exactly the same as on a previous exam. First, determine the correct name.

• If the name is correct in the error file: Use APPLICANT>CHANGE>NAME to make the two
names match. Set the Y indicator in the error file to allow the score to load overnight.

• If the name is correct on the database: Go to APPLICANT>CHANGE>NAME and make a
screen print. Use the screen print to correct the name information in the error file. Be sure to
use the Tab key to position the cursor—do not use the arrow keys to move the cursor. The
error will process and the score should load overnight.

 

APPLICANT LAST NAME INVALID

The applicant last name is not properly gridded. Most often, this means that there are one or
more spaces at the beginning of the name. Use ERROR FILE>CHANGE and tab down to the last
name field. Use the Delete key to remove any spaces. There should be no punctuation marks in
name fields.
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APPLICANT FIRST NAME INVALID

The applicant name is not properly gridded. Most often, this means that there are one or more
spaces at the beginning of the name. Use ERROR FILE>CHANGE and tab down to the first
name field. Use the Delete key to remove any spaces. There should be no punctuation marks in
name fields.

 

APPLICANT BIRTH DATE INVALID

The applicant birth date is not correct. Most often, this means that there are spaces in the birth
date field. Overtype with the applicant’s correct birth date.

 

INVALID ADDRESS

This error means that there are inappropriate spaces or punctuation marks in the address field.
Determine the applicant’s correct address and type it in the address field. Be sure to use the Tab
key to place the cursor correctly.

 

NO VALID MEMBER OFFICE CHOICES

This error means that the register is an AER or MEGA but the applicant has not gridded any
member choices. Contact the applicant to complete the office choice selection process begun in
the exam room and determine the member choices desired. Once the applicant provides the
choices, type them in the member office choices fields in the error file. The error will process and
load overnight.

 

INVALID MEMBER OFFICE CHOICES

This error means that the gridded member choices that are not valid for the AER or MEGA of the
exam. Contact the applicant to complete the office choice selection process begun in the exam
room and determine the member choices desired. Once the applicant provides the choices, type
them in the member office choices fields in the error file. The error will process and load
overnight.

 

INVALID JOB CHOICE

This error means that the applicant failed to grid any job choice in either group 1 or group 2, or
the 470 Battery member office choices do not match the job choices. Contact the applicant to
complete the job selection process begun in the exam room and provide you with the job choices
desired. Once the applicant provides the choices, type X next to the appropriate job choices in
the error file. The error will process and load overnight.
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CONV REGISTER HAS MEMBER OFFICE CHOICES

This error means that the applicant has gridded member office choices for a conventional or
battery conventional register. Space out the member choices to correct. The error will process
and load overnight.

 

APPLICANT ALREADY CONSIDERED FOR OHWS

This error means that the applicant has an existing score on the database and is on a hiring list:
hiring worksheet, casual hiring list, transitional hiring list, or FSM prehire list. Until that list is
closed, the new exam is prevented from loading.

We recommend placing a copy of the error file in the hiring list folder as a reminder. Once the list
is closed, use ERROR FILE>CHANGE and set the Y indicator. The error will process and load
overnight.

NO ACTIVE REGISTER

All applicants for the register error out with this message when there is an obsolete occ code on
any exam announcement for that exam for that lead/register office.

To resolve the error, DISPLAY EXAM ANNOUNCEMENT and select each announcement for the
exam in question.  When you find the obsolete occ code, use DELETE OCC CODE on the EXAM
ANNOUNCEMENT MENU.  Place an X next to the occ code to be deleted.  Be sure to check all
exam announcements for the exam number, not just the one that applies to the current exam.

This error circulates automatically every night and you DO NOT need to set the "Y" indicator for
each applicant.
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Reports Index
Reports listed in italics are automatically generated and cannot be requested.

Report Number Page

Administrative Office Canvass History R0259 55

AER Plans by Administering Office R0240 53

Alphabetical List of Register Applicants R0400 59

Applicant Disposition History R0811 66

Applicant Listing of Requirements Taken R0735 62

Applicant Load Field Error Report R0769 63

Applicant Load Possible Lost Consideration R0380 59

Applicant Load Successful Transactions R0379 59

Applicant Mailing Labels R0581 61

Applicant Mailing Labels for Miscellaneous Contact List R0905 68

Applicant Mailing Labels (Prescreen) Control Report R0768 63

Applicant Mailing Labels Control Report R0582 61

Applicant Unavailable R0339 58

Applicants Failing to Respond Letters R0292 56

Applicants Failing to Respond to Letter (Contact) R0353 58

Applicants on a Register by Member Office R0521 60

Applicants Whose Eligibility Was Extended R0305 57

Applicants with Similar Names R0399 59

Approved AER/MEGA Plan R0575 61

Call-In Notice R0255 54

Canvassed Eligibles R0258 55

Canvassed Eligibles (automatic) R0261 55

Canvassed Eligibles R0786 64

Canvassing Statistics R0351 58

Casual Hiring List R0294 57

Change Administrative Office for Register R0604 62

Contact Application Applicants Failing to Respond R0353 58

Contact Application Miscellaneous Letter R0352 58

Current Register Listing by Admin Office R0613 62

Exam Announcement Activity R0944 69

Expiring Eligibilities R0286 56
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Extended Register Report R0930 68

Field Error Report R0769 63

Finalist Address Reject Field Error Report R0795 65

Hiring Worksheet R0254 54

Hiring Worksheet Applicant Disposition History R0811 66

Hiring Worksheet Duration Summary R0808 65

Hiring Worksheet Log by Admin Office R0251 54

Hiring Worksheet Log by Lead Register Office R0247 54

Labels (Canvass) R0901 68

Labels (Casual Hiring List) R0894 67

Labels (Hiring Worksheet) R0898 67

Labels (Prescreen Applicant Status) R0904 68

Labels (Prescreen) R0899 67

Labels (Transitional Contact) R0921 68

Labels (Transitional Hiring List) R0900 68

Labels Pre-Hire (LSM/FSM) R0897 67

Labels Pre-Hire (Mark-Up Clerk, Data Conversion
Operator)

R0895 67

Local Registers by Administering Office R0239 53

Merge Area Labels R0765 63

Merge Area Register Report R0672 62

Merge Register - Alphabetic R0747 62

Merge Register - Score Order R0748 63

Miscellaneous Letter (Contact Applicant) R0352 58

Notice of Rating Letters - PS Form 5912 see Appendix B

Over Certification of Applicants on HWS Summary R0812 66

Passing Applicants on a Register R0442 60

Percentage of Women and Minorities on Register R0284 56

Plan Report R0240 53

Possible Lost Certification R0380 59

Pre-Hire List (396 Mark-Up5 Data Conversion Operator) R0307 57

Pre-Hire List (LSM/FSM) R0548 61

Prescreen Applicant Status (automatic) R0784/R0779 64

Prescreen Applicant Status Report R0779 64

Prescreen Category Report R0780 64

Register Eligibility Notice R0601 62

Restored Eligibility Status R0304 57
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Status Code on Register R0588 61

Subsequent Eligibility Letters R0601 62

Summary Report (Transitional Contact) R0870 67

Transitional Contact R0911 68

Transitional Contact (Applicants Failing to Respond) R0912 68

Transitional Hiring List R0810 66

Unadjudicated Veterans Preference R0282 55

Update Initiated Status R0805 65

Utilization Summary of Hiring Worksheets R0807 65

Veterans Preference R0283 56

Veterans Preference Labels R0361 58

Veterans Preference Register Statistics R0337 57
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Index
administrative office, 50

applicant

add, 12

applicant ID corrections, 12

change, 13

change eligibility period, 16

change member office choices, 16

change position choice, 16

change veteran preference adjudicate, 16

contact, 45

delayed/reopened, 19

delete, 16

display, 17

display deleted history, 19

display history, 17

display inactive applicant, 19

error file, 18

extend, 13

failed to respond to transitional contact, 68

lost consideration, 18

mailing labels, 68

Maintain Applicant menu, 12

notify of canvass, 43

pre-hire requirements report, 34

print expiration report, 18

print list for canvass, 43

print not available report, 18

print report of all applicants with specified
register status, 33

print standing, 18, 33, 60

reactivate, 16, 20

rule of one-in-three, 25

select from casual hiring list, 44

select from transitional hiring list, 37

application form, 42

archived information

requesting, 18, 27, 37, 44

assistance request, 7, 38

change name or phone number, 38

display response, 38

batch processing, 10, 52

call-in notice, 20

canvass, 42

add response, 42

area eligibility register, 42

conventional register, 42

delete, 42

display, 43

labels, 68

notify applicants, 43

print duplicate labels, 43

print list of applicants, 43

print prior, 43

print statistics, 43

career consideration only, 14

casual hiring list, 44

close, 44

create, 44

display, 44

labels, 67

printing, 44

select applicant, 44

codes

active and inactive, 71

general availability codes, 73

general suitability codes, 75

medical suitability codes, 76

voluntary request codes, 76

contact applicant applications, 45

contact group, 45

contact individual, 46

delete individual, 46

display non-responder, 47

display responder, 46

fail to respond applicant, 47

print FTR report, 48
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record response, 48

eligibility

change eligibility period, 16

delayed/reopened veterans, 19

restoring, 13

transfer, 12

transfer of, 12

error file, 21

errors

date of birth mismatch, 14

duplicate eligibility, 23

job choice - missing or invalid, 20

name mismatch, 14

no active register, 22, 24

exam announcement, 23

activity report, 69

add, 23

add occ code, 23

change date, 23

delete, 23

delete occ code, 24

display, 24

print, 24

examination center, 49

extension, 13, 30, 68

fail to respond status, 47, 58

field menu, 11

filing status, 14

FSM

close pre-hire list, 34

create pre-hire list, 34

display pre-hire list, 35

enter applicant status on pre-hire list, 35

pre-hire list labels, 67

print pre-hire list, 35

general availability codes, 73

general suitability codes, 75

hiring worksheet, 24

applicant disposition history report, 66

close, 25

create, 26

display, 27

display log, 27

display summary, 27

duration summary report, 65

extend, 27

labels, 67

number of NS-0 applicants, 66

over certification report, 66

print, 27

print applicant address labels, 29

print management reports, 28

print not available report, 29

requesting archived information, 27

rule of one-in-three, 25

terminate, 29

utilization summary report, 65

installation cross-reference, 49

intranet, 8

labels, 52

applicant mailing, 61

applicant mailing, 33, 68

canvass, 68

canvassed eligibles, 51

casual hiring list, 67

contact group, 45

control report, 51, 52

FSM pre-hire list, 34, 35

hiring worksheet, 67

LSM/FSM pre-hire, 67

merge area, 63

pre-hire list, 35, 67

prescreen, 36, 67

prescreen list, 68

print duplicate labels for canvass, 43

print HWS, 29

printing locally, 33, 52

produced by batch processing, 52

reports with, 52

transitional contact, 68
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transitional hiring list, 68

veteran preference letter, 36

local register, 29

applicants address labels, 33

convert, 30

extend, 30

identify veterans preference claimants, 31

percentage of women and minorities, 32

print applicants, 32

print duplicate applicants, 32

print expiration date, 32

print register report, 33

print requirements taken, 34

print standing of applicants, 33

print status code, 33

print veterans preference statistics, 33

LSM-FSM pre-hire list, 34

mass FTR, 47

medical suitability codes, 76

name changes, 14

NTAC, 40, 41, 49

occ code

add to exam announcement, 23

delete from exam announcement, 24

display requirements, 49

plan, 39

add or delete member, 39

approval, 40

change, 40

display or print, 40

implement approved, 40

propose, 39

pre-hire list, 35

labels, 67

pre-hire requirements, 9

prescreen, 16, 36

applicant status report, 64

category report, 64

labels, 67, 68

status report, 64

rating guide, 50

register, 9, 15, 40

convert manual, 49

convert to MEGA, 50

display, 30, 40

display deactivated, 30, 41

display occ codes and effective dates, 50

extend, 30

extend register report, 68

FSM, 34

identify veterans preference claimants, 31

local, 29

merge, 41

print applicants, 32

print duplicate applicants, 32

print expiration date, 32

print minorities on register, 32

print requirements taken, 34

print standing of applicants, 33

print status code, 33

print veterans preference statistics, 33

report requests, 49

reports, 51

by report ID, 53

display report requests, 49

system-generated, 51

veterans preference statistics, 36

with labels, 52

SSN corrections, 12

standard register, 50

status codes. See codes

test, 50

transfer eligibility, 12

transitional contact

applicants FTR report, 68

labels, 68

report, 68

transitional hiring list, 36

close, 37

create, 37
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display, 37

labels, 68

print, 37

report, 66

select applicant, 37

veterans, 19

veterans preference, 15, 31, 35

change adjudication, 35

statistics, 33

unadjudicated veterans preference report, 55

voluntary request codes, 76

web site, 8


